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INTRODUCTION 

A struggle for control of the means of production and surplus 

is constantly played out between those who 'legally' possess 

the instruments of production - the bourgeoisie. and those who 

operate. but are alienated from, the means of production -

the working class.This struggle manifests itself in countless 

ways and never retains the same form: the bourgeoisie always 

seeks fresh methods t~ keep the proletariat beneath its yoke, 

while the proletariat itself always forges new ways of 

counteractin; the bourgeoisie's exploitative measures. l 

It is the contention of this work that from 1917 to 1920 a 

phase of heightened class struggle occurred in South Africa 

between the African working class and the bourgeoisie in the 

form of its representatives i~ both government and the 

employing class. As we shall see in the chapters which follow, 

labour spontaneously confronted capital; it made certain 

demands on the capitalist system and the stage seemed set for 

a long and traumatic battle between the controllers and the 

operators of capital. Yet, as suddenly as it began, the 
~opular militancy of the lS17 to 1920 period evaporated; in its 

stead came a period of dominance by petty bourgeois 

organisation~ accompanied by a decline of working class protest. 

This dramatic change ',n the quality Of working class re~istance 

merits discussion, and to this end a number of questions can he 
raised: 

(1) i<Jhat gave rise 1-0 the growth of !.lilitance during and after 
the First World War? 

(ii) What happened to this m111tancy after the War, and what 

caused it to go into decline? 
(iii) If militant class confron~ation disappeared. what form 
did the conf'11ct then take, and what new relations between the 

differin~ classes came about? 
'. .... .. 

In formulating answers to these areas of enquiry. there are 

three major factors \'v'hic[1 influenced the nature of popular 
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protest and must be considered. These factors are the 

foll~wing and will occur as major threads throughout this 

work: 
(a) The African working class, still very much a fledgling 

working class, experienced a crisis due to lack of leadership. 

(b) The miniscule but highly potent African petty bourgeoisie 

contributed to t~e enervating forces which acted ~pon the 

workers. 

(c) The state effectively ·disorganised and defused the popular 

militancy of the African workers and the Africans in general 

through its legislative and controlling abilities. 

The rest of this chapter is devoted toa brief discussion of 

tnese factors. We shall, however, return to the working class 

and the petty bourgeoisie in the next two chapters, Since they 

requtre more precise definition. 

The lack of leadership crisis within the African working class 

grGw from the very inexperience of this class. (se~ Chapter 

Two where the determination of this working class is examined.) 

Only recently and rartly proletarianised in place~, this 

11 

wnrking clas~ did not have the depth and quality of leadership 

to oppose explaitationon a long-term and continuous basis. It 

lacked the experience of collective struggle, its chief 

experience being that of atomistic resistance unaided by a wider' 

perception of the mechanics of its own oppression. The methods 

used to resist the system ranged from avoidance to desertion 

and, occasionally, striking. Desertion became an acute problem 

for the Cr.aP.1r: ~r of Mi nes after the Soutb Afri can War. At mi nes 

such as Simmer Deep, Geduld Proprietary Mines and Durban 

Roodepoort, where conditions were worst, rates of desertion 

ranged from five hundred and sixteen DeI' 1000 to over six 
h d d d . t t . 1 000 2 - . t un re a~ elg 1 een per ~. . Mineworkers rarely resorted 0 

striking. The most ~ignificant instances of African workers 

going on strike in the early history of labour occurred soon 

after the turn of- U:e century, Peter l'larw:L ck bas records of 

striking inciderits on several mines and locations on the Reef 

in 1902. 3 
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This particular form 'Jf beLaviour antiCipated tlle raptd . 

strides made by the working class from 1910 onwards. After 

1910 the African workers Nere behaving more and mere as a 

class. As Marx said: 11 collis ions betv.leen indi vidual 

workmen and individual bourgeois (take) more and more the 

character of collisions between classes ... (when) now and then 

the workers are victorious, but only for a time."4 The 

strategies adopted by the workers contained distinct 

limitations and ina sense were destined to encounter far more 

sophisticated responses on the part of the bourgeoisie. Lenin 

argues: 
"The history of all countries shows that the working class; 
exclusively by its own effort, is able to develop trade 
union consciousness i.e. the c":invlction tl"iat it is 
necessary to combine in unions, fight the empl'Jyers ... "(5) 

Progressive though this may be, he stated that this 

\ 

I' s12ontaneous (OltlD emphas is) developrnen t of the working class 

•. movc~ent leads to its subordination to bourgenis ideology ... 

Our task is to ... bring it (the working class) under the wing of 
SOGial DemoCracy,,6,7 The struggle could only develop as far as 

its organic experience had formed its consciousness; beyond 

this stage, the struggle lay prey to the influence and superior 

~~wer of the. bourg~oisie and its allied classes. As Moroney's 

work proves, t~e resistance put up by the workers was sharply 

countered on each occasion. 8 

The development of the African working class cannot be viewed 

independently of the emergence of a 'white' working class. 

Indeed, the question arises why, in the face Jf the conflict

generating contradIction betWeen labour and capital, the 

work5.ng class in South Africa is a fra.gmented cne. The answer 

is contained iu the r~le played by ideological and ~011tical , 

structures as against that of the economic. Where a ba.'3ie 

disjunction is wrought in economic relations between capital 

and labour. the system reproduces itself through political and 

ideological structures. 9 In the South African social formation~ 
ideologi8a1 and political structures divided t~e working class 

into 'White' and 'black' (and other) sections. IO 
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The division developed from historical production relations • 

where '';'>lhi tes! held ski 11 ed jobs and ! blacks I, by and large, 

.occupied unskilled posi tions. Jon l,evJis describes the origin 

of the division between skilled and unskilled workers in the 

following way: 

n high wages we~('e r:ecessary to induce skilled worke~'s to come 
to South Africa, whilst continued subsistence production in 
the reserves allo\Jed t:ne mineovvners to fay j:J,fricans (WI10 
constituted the majority of unskilled labour) a wage below 
thene~essary level for the reproduction of their labour 
power." (11) . 

This division, or racial system as Johnstone calls it, 

"may most adequately be explained as a class system - as a 
system of class instruments - (referred to as class colour 
bars) generated and determined in its sps8ific forms and 
in its specific nature and functions, by the specific 
system of production and class structure of which it formed 
a part ..• "(12) 

These 'colour bars' came about ttrough the demands of the 

'white' workers ~ho feared, and legitimately so, that their 

jobs would be turne~ over to ultra-exploitable African. 

wG:'kers. 13 

Colour bars were thus crucial in forming a relation of 

i~terdependence be~ween the 'White' workers and tne bourgeoisie. 

By absorbing the 'White! working class~ the bourge~isie was 

able to forestall a combination of the divided class and cou1d 

thereby reproduce the basic economic relations essential to 

reproduce the social formation. Ideological and political 

structures Ums overdetermlned t!"_e essential antagonism between 

labour and capital by limiting the class stru~Gle through its 

absorption of one lraction of the working class. (This specific 

form of overtidtermination through ideological and political 

structures arguably holds less validity today~ especially in 

view of tbe diminishing importance of the 'white' working class 

to the bourgeoisie.)14 

The two sections of the workin~ class have separate, but not 

autonomous, historieG; their phases of development proceeded at 

different rates. In this work we specifically focus on the 

'black' working class in order to examine its role in class 

struggle. The term 'African community' refers specifically to 
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the petty bourgeoisie .. 

The black 'petty bQurgeoisie' is a concept which is gaining 

currency in literature on South Africa. It is clear, however, 

that there exist many shortcomings in the debate which has 

grown round the subject. Many of these shortcomings ~o doubt 

take tr ... eir origin from a lack of research into tIle historical 

class determination of this group. What is beyond question is 

tbat such a group existed; it is certain that the members of 

this group perceived certain needs and acted in a manner _ 

designed to meet those neejs. As one of their eminent leaders 

stated: 

.. \ 
" ... The Bantu cannot be successfully administered as one 

homogeneous population. Opportunities must be ~iven for 
those who have advanced in civilisation to obtain suitabJe 
outlets for trlejr capability. To repress them is 
:'mpracticable. II (15) 

In striving to gain these 'suitable outlets' it is our ~~int 

of vi ew that this group, because of its ambi valent clCl.ss 

position (as we attempt to show in Chapter One)~ soug~t to 

achieve domiriance in mass organisations in order to use them 

as a means of political leverage. To this extent the class 

d~epened theproblp~s of the working class due to lack of 

leadership, and effectively contributed to disorganising 

mechani8ms brought to bear on the working class. Before we 

introduce the concept of d1sQrganisation, it is necessary to 
clarify that we shall use the te~m 'elite' when referring to 

this petty bourgeois ie, wi thou t the ai"i s tori cal connota tl ons 
found in some of the.: modern bOlJrgeois literature.,,16 

The actions of the state are crucial iri determining the outcome 

of worker struggles. This work views the state as the 

controlling mediu~ of the bourgeoisie. It contai.ns several 
ideological apparatuses ,17 Because these apparatuses are not 

always consistently rHpresentative of single dominant groups 

within the state, but bf several dominant groupsJ the state has 

an inherent contradiction. This contradiction is exacerbated by 

the constant movement in capitalism~ by uneven development in 
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and in its global operation. It takes its nature from the 

contradictions which emanate from wi trd.n the bourgeoisie. 

itself. The state therefore has a special function with 

regard to these classes - that of organising the dominant . 

classes in society into a unity (albeit a contradictory unity.) 

With respect to the dominated classes, the state has the 

special function of disorganisation. Disorganising strategies 

are specifically undertaken to defend the p~litica1 and 

economic rights of tLe bourgeoisie from the (inherently 

antagonistic) working class. 

In 1910, a crucial advance for capitalism took place in the 

formation of tl1e South African state. This advance served to 

bring together conflicting elements of capital in a unity 

against the subordinated classas. However, "this unity failed 

to dissolve all the contradictions which existed between all 

tbe uifferen~ capi tals. ,,18 MiniI1$. capi tal heli a posi ti:.n of 

dominance with resp6ct to other capitals and thus asse~ted the 

pr~macy of its own interests and needs. As a result of the 

crisis of class struggle in 1922, this dominance shifted to 

natio:C1al capital at the politlcal level. This change in 

political dominance brought with it structural changes in the 

economy, enco~passing a shift from laissez-faire policies to 
protectionism in favour of national capital. 

DEspite these shifts in the dominance within the bourgeoisie, 

the na tt.!re and tl.e form whi cll the' poli cy of di sorganisa ti on 

took in respect of the subordinated classes re~aihed the same. 

Arguably, tbJ s continui ty from mining cap! tal to national 

capital procee~ed from imperatives very much larger than the 

contradictions within the bourgeoisie itself. 

Measures of disorganisation are not always consistent in their 

application. Examplps of disorganisation at which we shall look 

are physical control and manipulation of the working class, and 
legislation aimed at achieving control of the working class. 

We shall, however, argue that changes were made towards 

rationalistng these met.hods after 1920.'I'l1ereafter, a greater 
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degree of consistency a~peared in the intentions and scope of 

the state's disorganising strategies. 

This work is divided in the following manner: The first 

chapter attempts to trace the emergence of a 'black' petty 

baurgeaisie. It is a preliminary outline to the extent that 

it dra'ltJs only on tte existing literature. It hypothesises 

that trrl s graup played a poli ti cal rol e whi ch vms determi ned 

by its ambivalent class position. 

The second chapter', in describing processes of 

proletarianisation, prefigures and lays the basis for a 

description of worker conditians in early Johannesburg in 

Chapter Three. Chapter Four is a discussion af the protest 

wldch developed out of these conditions. The important point 

contained in this cha.r;ter is that protest reached a high level 

during 1917 to 1920. Observations lead.ing from this are that 

wor~er protest was vitiated by the disarganis~ng strateeies of 

the state and the L.1hibiting attenti::m of the petty bourgeoisie 

and a lack of leadership within t~e class itself. 

Chapter Five argues that the events of 1917 to 1920 led to 

policy changes wit~ regard to 'native' administration. These 

actions, accompanied by action an the part of liberals allied 

to the interests of mining capital. gave greater scope to tije 

I role of the 'black' petty bourgeoisie. The cumulative effect 
of the new 'native' policy and the elevated status of the 

petty baurgeois served to disorganise the African co~munlty 
even further. 

Chap~.er Six examines the effects of this disar~anisation. It 

argues that, although advances were achieved with regard to 

unianisation af workers by SAFNETU, these were outweigh'S'd by 

the disorganising structures of state legislation. 

The conclusion sets aut to review 

(i) The developme~t within African organisations and the 

status of the African petty bourgeoisie in the late twenties. 

The development of the African petty bourgeoisie was not without 
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( 

certain contradictions. These contradictions stemmed from the 

nature of the class struggle. 

(ii) the rhythm of African (both working class and the petty 

bourgeoisie) protest in distinct periods. 

The reason for our focus on Johannesburg is that the class 

struggle, in all its complexity, took its clearest form in 

this city. In no other centre in South Africa were 
concentrations of either capital or labour so highly 

developed. .Johannesburg, in a sense, prefigures capitalist 

relations elsewhere in South Africa. 
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ix 

NOTES 

1 See K Marx and F Eng~ls, 'Manifesto of the Communist 
Party', extract quoted in Marxist $ocial Thought 
edited byR Freedman, p176 and pplB4-S. 

2 S Moroney, 'Industrial Conflict in a labour Repressive 
Economy; Black labour on the Transvaal Gold Mines, 
1901-1912' ppll-15 and pp93-94 

3 P Warwick, 'Black Industrial Protest on the Witwatersrand 
1901-1902' pp 23-27 in Webster, Southern Africa~ 
Labour 1:i s to~::'y, 

4 R Freedman op cit piB5 extract from the Communist 
Manifesto 

5 VI Lenin, 'What is to be Done?' Selected Works Vol 1 
p 114 

6 Ibid p122 

7 An explanation of the term 'spontaneous' as it is used 
by Lenin is necessary. "There is spontaneity and 
spontaneity" Lenin argues. ~e refers to the massive 
wave of strikes Which had swept through Russia in 
the 1890s as the "spontaneou~ elem~nt ... 
(e?Cpressing) nothing more nor less l,rlan 
cons~1ousness in an embryionic form" (Ibid ~113) 
However, he inveighs against those who 'bow to 
spontaneity and do not see the need for investing 
the organic struggle of the workers with a 
theoretical base. 

8 Moroney loc_cit 

9 G Carchedi, 'On the Economic Ijentific&~ion of the New 
Midd~e Class' pp7-8 

10 See M Legassick, 'The ~ljining Economy and the lrJhite 
Working Class' where this division is accounted 
for. 

11 Jon Lewis, 'TIle New Unionism; Industrialisatlon and the 
Industrial Unions in South Africa 1925-30' in 
Webster op cit P 124 

12 FA Johnstone, Class, Race and Gold pp44-5 

13 See R Davies, 'Capjtal, tbe State and White Wage Earners 
in South Afrjr>A.. An Historical Materialist 
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I 

ChAPTER ONE 

THE OUTLINES OF AN AFRICJl,N PETTY BOURGEOISIE 

01\TE 

The petty bourgeoisie forms a crucial area of interest in this 

work. In the early p~rts 6f the twentieth century and for 

decades thereaft~r, the petty bourgeoisie within the African 

community was numerically weak. The number ~f lawyers, doctors, 

teachers, small traders, priests and other professionals 

remained small. In 1921 there were only 9 756 professional 

Africans, most of whom were technical and rel~ted workers. l 

Yet the class, in the total absence of a black bourgeoisie. 

held and wielded enormous influence and power within the 
2· African community. 

Theoretical work on the South African black petty bourgeoisie 

is rare. Apart from passing addresses, the majop atternp~ to 

account for this group l~s come from H Wolpe. 3 On the other 

hand, a flourishing debate on the subject has rpcently emerged 
4-with regard to other African countries, especially Uganda. 

The literature which has developed with regard to Africa is, 

however,. not without certain problems. While Mamdani and Saul 

extend the debate on the petty bourgeoisie' in Africa, their 

work, as Leys has argued, is not def ined ina rliarxis t "'lay. 

Whereas Marx was specific in his reference to a petty 

bourgeoisie, in that it occupied an essentially ambivalent 

class posi tion, an:l that this ambi valence was '~"'eflected in 1 ts 
political co~sciousness, the understanding. of Saul and Mamdahi 

is r~strictivei their notion of a petty bourgeoisie being that 

of small owners of agricultural capital. the richer peasantry 

and white collar workers. 5 This new gloss on the petty 

bourgeoisie holds implications for political practice, for 

IIWhereas Marx's potty bourgeoisie played an ambivalent _ 
political role curresponding to its contradictory class 
interests vis-a-vis the developing bourgeoisie and th8 
proletariat, this seems less likely to be true of the 
'petty bourgeoisie' as the term is used by both Murray and 
Sa ul . II ( 6 ) . 

Leys argues that to gain any real significance of any statement 
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(ii) performers of both supervisory and surplus value labour, 

(iii) both labourer and non-labourer and 
(iv) both the exploiter (oppressor) and exploited 

(oppressed).19 This group is called the 'new middle class'. 

The major distinction between poulantzas and Carchedi arises in 

the importance assigned to ideological and political levels. 

As Davj,es says, "Carchedi is in principle prepared to acknm'lledge 

that political and ideological r~lationships may playa role in 

class determination, but in actual fact they play almost no 
part in his analysis. ,,20 Furthermore, he does not regard the 

mental/manual division as being important in producing divisions 

among wage earners. Davies argues that this is again in contrast 

to the position taken by the Marxist classics. Marx himself 

argued that manual labourers would become the deadly foes of 

mental labourers. 21 Poulantzas, on the other hand $ pays the 

same acknowledgement to the economic level, yet critica)ly 

under-emphasizes this level relative to the ideological and 

political levels. Furthermore, as Carchedi potnts out~ wage 

earners cannot be identified as members of the new petty bourgeoisie 
22 simply by being unproductive. 

As Davies shows. other writers on the new petty bourgeoisie, 

such as Brav'erman, also have problem areas within their analyses. 23 . 

We then enter the fray with methodological handicaps. For our 

purposes a working solution exists in accepting the baSic 

structure provided by Poulantzas, but not without certain 

reservations: In the first instance, Poulantzas fails to give 

the economic instance the primacy which he purports to do and, 

secoiJ.dly. because of this fai lure, there has to be an element 

of imprecision in locating and establis,l';.ing tbe structural 

determination of classes. Fu~thermore, we should note the 
time periods under discussion. Poulantzas and Carchedi 

situate their discussion in the monopoly capital phase of 

economic develop~ent, whereas during the early decades of this 

century the economy of South Africa was dominated by 'imperial' 

capital, but also undergoing an important transition to 

nationally dominated capitalism. 24 
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In our examination of the African petty bourgeoisie we will 

identify a 'traditional' petty bourgeoisie, representing 

inter alia the elite peasantry and the chiefs, which by and 

large emerges from the pre-capitalist mode, such as originally 

designated by Marx. 25 We will also identify a 'new' petty 

bourgeoisie conSisting of the new professional and small 

5 

business class which sprang up in the urban areas. ConSistent 

with the factors which determine the formation of class, in this 

case the formation of a p~tty bourgeoisie belonging neither 

wholly to the bourgeoisie nor the proletariat and whlch t-.herefore 

has an ambivalent class position~ we will argue that this cle~s. 

manifests ambivalent class practices. 

TWO 

The formation of classes, as we shall see \'lith special regard 

to tbe working class in the next chapter ~ pi vcted on thE: 

articulation of pre-capitalist with the capitalist mo~e of 

production. In the course of contact between tte colonists 

and tbe indigenous peoples the capitalist mode of production 

gradually asserted its dominance. Legislative measures and 

ti.").e manipula ti ve pCNers of mineowners subverted the forces 

which kept the African on the land and pushed a whole generation 
. 26 

of people into the capitalist nexus. As a result o~ this 

the bargaining position of the African was reduced compelling 

him to accept new positions on the mines and 'white' farms. 

In the light of this disintegration of the tra~itonal fabric 

of African so~iety~ a black petty bourgeoisie could not come to 

birtt in a manner comparable to similar social formations in 

Western Europe, for example. The formation of classes within 

the South African community occurred within a far. shorter time 

span~ and in a manner peculiar to South Africa, 

We can identify a distinct 'black' petty bourgeoisie within 

the South African so~ial formation today. On the political 

and ideological levels this class performs the essential function 

of shoring up the homeland policy. A high degree of co-optation 
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of this class exists to ensure the reproduction of the social 
"'7 re"iations of production.~ \'Jithin the class struggle, this 

co-optation serves to reproduce the historical relations 

necessary to maintain the low costs of labour power, especially 
28 in the context of homeland development. . 

Parts of the African petty bourgeoisie grew out of stratifications 

developed in earlier economic periods. In the Rre-capitalist 

phases, the Nguni society.supported headmen, chiefs and 

paramounts who were not simply administrative officials but 

~xtrac tors of surplus labour. 29 The powers held by chief2 c~;1d 
'headmen evolved out of their role as regulators of the 

productive process. This process pivoted around the ownership 

of cattle. 

"In cattle there was the possibility of direct control 
over material goods and the status of persons ... 

':;,'here were two aspects to cattle as an eli te good.§... First 
there was cattle patronage that might be enjoyed by dny 
wealthy commoner and might become trJ.e basis for b"uilding a 
fol16wing in the lending out of cattle. Se~ond there was 
cattle as the primary means of tribute and .i.mposition of 
fines in the chief's court. as gifts and deprivations ... 
The result of the system was that chiefs and headmen could be 
seen to benefit directly from their position in the handling 
of material goods and in the disposing of official ranks."(30) 

During the transition period, the relationships and 

characteristics of the pre-capitalist modes of production 
underwent certain changes. 31 These changes, impelled by 

colonial imposition (see Chapter Two), subverted the political. 

ideological and economic structures cf the pre-capitalist modes 

of production (resulting in peasantisation anC proletarianisation.) 

Bundy states, moreover, that once these capitalist relations 

were introduceJ, they "provided the basis for I.!aintaining that 

(capitalist) penetration ... n32 

While cape Native Policy was by turn either politically hostile 

or receptive to the hfrican chiefs, in its early dissolution 
phases it tended to favour the chiefs economically. Beinart 

remarks that 

" ... trad1tonal leaders were in a strong position to benefit 
from the increase in barter trade and the increase in 
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to warrant a drastic increase in the percentile: there were 

only five hundred and eleven people occupied in commercial 

enterprises and/or speculation in:1911.
45 

In the Transvaal 
and the Orange Free State, where feudal relations existed 

alongside other pre-capitalist modes of production, and where 

capitalist economic development was slow and tardy until the 

1880's, class dlvisions within the African community could not 

be said to have proceeded very far. 

Much as we have had to proceed tentatively with regard to the 

rural petty bourgeoisie, we are faced with similar inhibitior.s 

in discussing the emergence of an urban black petty 

bourgeoisie. 

Central to our discussion is the role of the educational 

institutions, for the authorities failed to lay down a general 

official policy for dealing with elite Africans right ur to the 

end of the First World War. Educational institutions, 

9 

generally administered by missionaries, were responsible for 

creating an educated class of Africans wbich saw itself as 

apart fro~ traditional Africans. 46 Amongst these institutions, 

bovedale easily he!d the greatest prestige. The second 

princiQa.l of loveaale, the Rev Dr Stewart, felt that "wi th 

special regard to the wants and conditions of Native Africans", 

his insti tution r.tad the "distinct aim of raising a special 
!Jlass, namely Native preachers and Native teachers." lt7 

Educational authorities said quite explicitly that Lovedale was 

"probably the greatest educational e::;tablishr.:Fnt in South 

Africa" in the 1880's.48 It was thus felt that "Lovedale and 

all similar lnstitutions must sooner or later tell upon Native 
character.,,49/50 The influence of these institutions quickly 

manifested itself. Apart from those Lovedale products who moved 

into' commercial ~gficulture •. the Census for The Union of South. 

Africa in 1911 revealed the existence of one hundred and nine 

ministers of religion and eighty-three.teachers. 51 ,52 There 

can be no doubt thai:, many of these people had a mission 

background. As David Coplan remarked, this elite consisted of 

"the relatively small groups of 'mission-school' Africans from 
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the Transkei, Eastern Cape, Rustenburg and Natal areas who 

worked in Johannesburg as clerks, (umabalane) teachers, 

10 

57.: r.::4 
preachers and tradesmen. ,I ':;,J In 1921 this element consti tuted 

0,8 per cent of thE' whole African community.55 

The sparse statistics available emphasize one important fact; 

the minute size of the educated elite relative to the rest 6f 

the population. We choose to characterise this elite as a petty 

bourgeoisie for the followIng reasons: economically it was 

si tua ted bet\\1een the workers and the bourgeoisie, occupyj ng 

positions of an unproductive nature; furthermore, and of crucial 

significance, the ideological and political orbits circumscribed 

by this elite conformed to ideological and political practices 

found within the bourgeoisie. As Coplan remarks, t~ls group 

soon formed "social, cultural and religious associations and 

regarded themselves as an elite cultural vanguard of African 

society, and attempted by word and deed to dir-ect the prf"'cesses 

of acculturative modernization affecting tr.leir more backward 

brothers."56 In a community where education of any degree was a 

scarc~ commodity, the influence which this group wielded was 

enormous. (Upto the present day position and statns in the 
Airican community ~re almost synonymous with education.) This 

group stOod apart from the traditional petty bourgeoisie. It 

owned n0 capital resources and received its definition from 

its place in the urban milieu. This group can be described as 
the new petty bourgeoisie. 

In keeping with som~ of the concepts.\vhich weuiscussed earlier 

we C:l.n see a clear distincti-on between a traditiona.l petty 

bour~eoisie and a new petty bourgeoisie. yet as Poulantzas 

argues, although these two hold different positions in the 

economic and productive spheres, their actions ultimately have the 

same effects at the political and ideological levels. They 

present the same political and ideological characteristics for 

different economic reasons; "petty bourgeois individualism; 
attraction to the status quo and fear of revolution; the-myth 

of 'social advancement' and aspirations to bourgeois status; 
belief in the neutral state above classes; political 
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il "t ,,57 instab 1 y... , Our discussion below should illuminate 

these characteristics more clearly. 

Organisations and associations were not peculiar to the urban 

elite. Early political organisation, rallied by John Tengo 
Jabavuj formed around the"Imvo Zabantsundu' to mouth the 

grievances of the Eastern Cape elite,58 Much of this 

organisation relied on lobbying and the use of deputations. 

Herein emerged the earliest instances of political practices 
destined to become part of the political equippage of pet.ty 

bourgeois Africans for many decades thereafter. The major' 
development of political organisation came in 1902 when the 

South African Native Congress was founded in the Eastern cape 

to co-ordinate African politi~al activity.59 In controversial 

issues of the day, such as the South African War, Unionisation, 

the franchise, this body found much needed rallying points, and 

by 1911 had become the acknowledged voice of the African elite. 

The most significant aspect of this development emerg~d in the 

manner in which the South African Native Nation~l Congress 
(as it bec~me to be known) accommodated several diverse 

fractions of the petty bourgeoisie. The Congress was divided 
into houses after the manner of the British Parliament, 

consisting of an 'upper! house for chiefs, and a 'lower ' house 

for elected representatives. This division reflected the 

differing interests of the traditional petty bourgeoisie and 

the new petty bourgeoisie numbering among them the highly 

visible sprinkling of lawyers, doctors and other 
professiona ls. 60 

Amor~5st other things the SANNC sought to record "all grievances 

and wants of the Native people ... To all and everything direct.ly 
or indirectly to maintain and 'uplift the standard of the race 
morally and spiritually, mentally and materially; socially and 
poli,tically. ,,61 The consti tution of the organ1.sation stated 

that these aims would be achieved by 

"(a) ... means of resclutions, protests, and a constitutional 

and peaceful propaganda; by deputations and other forms of 
representations... ~ 
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(b) by means of education ... "62 

This brings us to th(:!)'question why the petty bourgeoisie 

played such a crucial role in influencing the outcomes of the 

struggles of the fledgling African working. class. We will try 
to show in this work that petty bourgeois politicians made use 

of organisation2 to steer the direction which working class 

ideas and actions would take. The clearest example of this 

occurred during the First World War, in the context of 

malleable African and worker protest when elite led organisations 

found ready audiences. 

THREE 

Let us briefly consider these organisations. The oldest, as 

we hRve already indicated, was the SANNC. We will attempt 

to snow and prove that this body in fact, wldle purporti~g to 

speak for all Africans, only represented the interests of a 

ve~y narrow section of that community. From its inception it 

existed to extend and-protect propert4 rights for Africans, to 

seek new Pass Law dispensations and ways of makin;~ the 

Cll'.thorities accommodate the African elite. ·In the period of 

hj.gh protest (:::'ee C.hapter Four) the organisations played an 

inconsistent role. The SANNC's chief historian said cf it, 

that "with hindsight it is possible to see that the African 
National Congress' had failed to take advantage of the widespread 

discontent of these years (ie 1917-1920)"63 This work attempts 
to move beyond Walshe to argue that the SANNC dccentuat ed 

prob~ems with:n the working class. In the first instance it 
neigLtened the lack of leadership crisis within the working 

class and secondly, it brought an element of instability into 

the working class via the organisation. The events of the 

period 1917 to 1920 bear this out, wben the SANNC movement 
adopted several diffeLing and inconsistent stances. 

Another important or~anisation which emerged in the early 

twenties was the Joint Council of Europeans and Natives. This \ 
Council had strong bonds with trie SANl'IC but had a narrower 
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organisation itself came into being in September of 19 7. 

The IWA proved to be unequal to the task which its founders 

had set for it. Having started in 1917 only its leaders~ip 

lacked the experience to deal with the crises situations of 

1917 to 1920 and fell an easy prey to the strength of the 

authorities who infiltrated the organisation, destroyed 

and arraigned it in front of a court of law at a stage where 

it hardly had the mettle to withstand such an onslaught. vJeak 

leadership, defection of some of its members to the SAENC 

movement and an inability to handle police subversion brought 6 . 
the TI>JA to its knees ~i thin a short period. 9 

The reu, on the other hand, had advantages wi- th ~"Ihtch the lItJA 

was not favoured. It had a large membership right" from its 

inception and in Clements Kadalie had a leader of some 

dynamism. The majo~ downfall of the ICU emerged in the 

contradiction between leadership and rank and file. This 

contradiction assumes such large proportions that in the 

documentation of the Union it becomes extremely difficult 

to trace the development of the rank and file, al~hough no 

£ach problems exist with regard to the leadership. 

The ICU was established in 1919. 'vJi thin its first yea:;:> of 

existence it became involved in major industrial action, the 
Dock Workers Strike. 70 The ICU l'l1a;:'shalled and channelled 

workers' demands for increased wages. It became clear though 
that the ICU leadership could not cope with such a large 

undertaking. In addition, the authorities held too much power 
for the strike to succeed. As a result the strike failed to 

bring real wage increases. 7l Subsequent to this, amld 

expansive moves to other parts of the country, the leadership 

led the Union away from trade union activity, and instead 

distinct political m~noeuvering became the order of the day. 

As-a result of this manoeuvering, the organisation of rank and 
file structures of representation was neglected. 72 
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The Workers Herald (the IeU organ) the Union could 
affirm its political character and then in yet 
another be able to say that 

"Not until the Africans become thoroughly alive 
and informed in modern thought and the march of 
of events, socialogically, industrially, 
educationally and politically ... in their true 
meaning and significance for the race and 
oppressed class in general. are they capable of 
of any leadership worth the name." In the 

InternatIonal 18/5/1923 

20 

73 See S Jingoes, A Chief is a Chief by the People; H Slater 
'A Fresh Look at the ICU'; G Cok~. 'The Story of 
Gilbert Coka' in M Perham J Ten Africans; also see the 
Farmers' Weekly for 1926 and 1927 
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CHAPTER TWO 
'l'HE MAKING OF A BLACK VJORKlNG CIJ\SS 

This chapter is an attempt to account for the emergence and 

development of the urban African working class. It thus serves 

as a background chapter to Chapter Three where we discuss the 

material conditions of the African working class during and 

after the First World War. 

The creation of an urban labour force stemmed from the process 

of interaction and contact between African' indigenous people 

and 'white' settlers. Thi~ interaction was defined in its 

simplest form by the erosion of the pre-capitalist modes of 

production and the rise to dominance ~f the capitalist mode of 

production within the social formation. Class form~tion and 

the definition of the social formation proceeded from the 

spec~a1 kind of relationship evolved in this interaction. 

Before we examine this interaction, we need to reflect briefly 

on the literature whicb has stimulated this discussion. The 

outpouring of Marxist scholarship over the last ten years, while 

~onstituting an essential advance on bourgeois de~e10pmenta1 

theory and analysi~, has revealed and also sharpened important 

controversies. Beyond AG Frank, whose seminal work has provided 

the springboard for the discussion on underdevelopment, has 
arisen the sophisticated analysis of Althusser and Ba1ibar. l ,2 

This analysis has in turn generated several important disc~ssions,· 

of which the most relevant for us is ~he discl~.:;sion about 

'articulation of medea of prod~ction',3 In one of its earliest 

formulations (although the word 'articulation' is not used) it 
is p0sited as EI. 'structured differentiated whole' ,'+ T'hecapita1ist 

mode of production within this 'differentiated' whole, h~ 

a special relation to other. pre-capitalist modes of production 
and not only co-exists with them, but buttresses them, and. 

c:: 
even on occasions "dt:>Jilish1y conjures ·tbem up ex nihi1ol!.:':> 

This special re1atlc~ reveals important contradictory impulses 

in the behaviour of the capitalist mode of production, wbich 
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The material is thus fraught with difficulties. It is notJ 
however, our task to enter the debate. It is sufficient that 

23 

we have drawn attention to it and outlined, if only very 

cursorily, the aspect of the debate pertinent to our interests. 

For our present purposes, we will employ a concept of 

articulation, for lack of an alternative approach, for the 

purpose of eXplaining contact and linkage between the capitalist 

mode of production and the pre-capitalist modes of production 

in an ongoing process. 'rhe concept will have to account for the 

manner in which mining and agricultural capital demanded labour 

and how this demand was met, and what changes occurred as e 

result of this in the pre-capitalist mode of production. We 

turn our attention to this below. 

Beinart clearly states that, 

"'"!::t is misleading to talk of a 'traditonal' economy in 
Pondoland, or in any Nguni chiefdom, before colonisation. 
Far reaching and inter-connected changes took place at least 
from the sixteenth century with settlement, sporadic trade 
w1t11 passing sLips and neighbouring chiefdoil;S.II(13) 

This pbint is crucial to our examination of changing structures, 

because it emphasizes the degree of restructuring which had taken 

~lace in the pre-capitalist modes of production prior to 

colonisati on. ha vi rIg said tllat, thes e economi es were, 

nevertbeless j geared towards internal consu~pt10n rather than 

production for external trade. 

This internal consumption in most chiefdoms within Xhosa society 

was based on huntir1g j herding and cultivation and was controlled 

and regulated by chiefs who held political control over all who 

li ven wi thin a cr~i efdom. (See Chapter One wllers the rel e of 

chi efs is discussed more comprehensi vely. ) Chi efs, wi th tJ:H" 

aid of headmen, defined pasturage areas, the extent of open fields 

and controlled the "beginning and closing of seasons of 
cultivation. These capabilities placed them in a position to 

control and regula te access to the means of production. but 

furthermore, also endowed them with considerable economic and 

political power,14 In the first place, they received death 
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duties and court fines from their subjects, they also took 

tribute in the form of cattle from subjects who had seized the 

herds of vanquished rivals. Furthermore, they used cattle as 

an elite commodity by redistributing herds amongst poorer 

members of the community and in return exacted loyalty and 
. 15 

support. A reciprocal relationship thus existed which 

reinforced the social structure of the chiefdoms. Where 

departures from this balance of forces occur~ed, for example 

when a chief failed to fulfil his reciprocal obligations or 

when he extracted excessive tribute, political alternatives 

presented themselves to subjects. They could withdraw their 

allegiance and could seek t~e protection of a more just ruler 

elsewhere. 

This sytem w~s undermined as contact with the colonIsts grew 

in intensity. The colonists, preceded by traders and early 

merc~ant capital, played a crucial role in affecting eve~ 

greater restructuring of the pre-capitalist modes of production 

thRn had been experienced earlier. G Kay remar¥s, 

"Where the destructive depredations of merchant capital were 
controlled in their homelands by the state and the powerful 
social classes represented within it, there was no force to 
Withstand it overseas."(16) 

This restructuring took place simultaneously with massive 

upheaval in the pre-capitalist social formation. Internecine 

battles, as well as continuous friction with trekking Boers, 

introduced severe strains into the pre-capitalist social 

formation. The battles and reSultant changes of allegiance 

within and above paramountcies exposed the Xhosa 6hiefdoms to 

the very mucb stronger powe~of the colonists J who were 

grad;.;.ally extending their range of control by making politlcal 

alliances with important chiefdoms. As a result of this process, 

annexation of British Kaffraria took place in 1848 leading to 

the abolition of the chieftancy and the redivision of chiefdoms 

into districts administered by paid headmen and sub-headmen. 17 

Chiefs were co-opted into the system of colonial government and 

were required to swear their allegiance to "the Lm-.rs and 

Commands of the ~igh Commissioner as great chief and 

representative of the Queen of England, .. discontinue witchcraft ... 
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f II ' f' ,,18 abolish the practice 0 se lng 0 WIves ... In addi tioD, 

the concentration of people into districts (mentioned above) 

proceeded on a basis of individual tenure, in direct contrast 
19 

to the preceding c~mmunal system of occupation. 

The major featuY'e of '::;his change was the increase in 

peasantisation wbich occurred. Two related but distinct 

responses could be discerned. The first. b~t perhaps the 

general response to new c6mmercial stimuli within the community~ 

f 1 f 1 d t · 20 Add took the form 0 sa e 0 surp us pro uc Ion. secon an 

more distinct response aro~e in the form of a group of peasants 

'lt/ho took far grea ter advantage of the new "economi c opportuni ti es 

and needs. 1121 'I'hese ricn peasant farmers accumulated capi tal. 

improved their methods of cultivation. speculated, 2mployed wage 

labourers, and as Bundy painted out. identified ideologically 

with 'whites'; not only did the progressive farmers support 

the colonial admini~tration against the 'reds and rebels', but 

they "displayed capitalist values and attitudes at variance 
with those of their tribal backgrOund.,,22 

Most peasant production had its origin in the nee~ to produce 

food. This pressu:::--e made it necessary to capitalise the 

agricult~ral division of production. 23 Progress moved rapidly 

once capitalisation processes had been set in motion. In the 
Peddie district in the Eastern cape, at an agricultural show in 

186J.t, "it had been universally r..:-marked tLat the Fingo 
exhibition far excelled that of the Europeans. both for the 
number and the quaJity of articles exhibited.,,2J.t The same 

repcrts of gnawing African industry elsewhere reached 

gove~nment archives. By the 1880s extensive diversification 

and crop intensification brought African farmers wealth and 

prospe0ity such as they had never experienced before. In 

certain areas this response to commercial farming carried over 

into the general pro!":peri ty of the entire area. "There Is good 
eviden~e that Kingwjlliam's food'was supplied almost entirely 

by African peasants, and that in turn their purchases 
supported the town's many traders~~25 In Queenstown) Africans 
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could develop free of African competition. As we shall see 

below, the Glen Grey Act constituted the thrust of cape Native 

Policy with respect to the labour demands of mining capital. 

Let us first examine tlle nature of capitalist relations of 

production on the mines and perhaps this will give us a better 

insight tnto the linkage and articulation between the capitalist 

-and pre-capitalist modes of production. 

The discovery of diamonds -in 1866 and that of gold in the 1880s 

entrenched capitalist relations of production in South Africa. 

The Kimberley diamond fields and the Rand became the real grQ~th 

centres of South Africa, pOints where capital and labour 

interacted to produce surplus. As an index of the rapid 

development of capitalist relations, by the 1890s, a powerful 

"and well organised mining capitalist class had emerged with 

fI- the ownership of b-:)th the gold and the diamond !-nines in the 

hands of a few groups of capitalists.,,34 Thi::; centralisation 

of mine ovmershi_p moved a step further \'Jben tbe Chamb'?r of 

M5nes and the recruiting agencies for labour we~e formed in 

1887._- This act of forming a monopsonistic structure enabled 

mineowners 
costs.,,35 

to pursue "best their aim of minimisin:r labour 

We shali see below why this was so important. 

The relation of class interests in profit acummulation on the 

gold mines was determined by important geological and economic 

factors. "whicb in turn determined the specific profit 

accummulation problems and imperdtives of the mining companies. 

These were the low average grade of gold and ~he high level of 
36 development end overhead costs." This created two fundamental 

imp&~atives fo~ the mine owners, (i) costs had to be minimised 1 
and (ii) output of ore had to be maximised. With regard to the 

first imperative, labour was the only factor which could be 

minimised. The imperative of output maximisation led in two 

directions, the maxi~isation of supply of low cost labour, and 

the maximisation of the productivity of the labour force. The 

solutions for both (i) and (ii) demanded "the most profitable 

utilisation of labour which served both to minimise cost and 
-> 4 t t 1131 maXLm~se ou pu . These general imperatives of cost 

\ 
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minimisation and output maximisation thus became four specific 

imperatives: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

the ultra~minimisation of labour costs 

maximisation of the supply of ultra-cheap labour 

maximisation of labour productivity and 

the most profitable utilisation of labour. 38 

The success of mining capital rested heavily on the labour 

factor. It is in this respect that the setting up of the Rand 

Native Labour Association in 1896 (which later became ths ~~nd 

Recruiting Corporation and the Wi twatersrand Native I,aboul' 
Association (WNLA) ) can be seen as a specific response of 

capitalism to its own i~peratives. The response, however, 

demanded compliant sources of labour. As such sources were not 

automatically forthcoming, they had to be created. There was, 

in pny event, a criticil shortage of workers on the mines in 

the l890s. Economies of scale demanded that ~.ncreases i.n the 

size of plant be accompanied by increases in the size of the 

l~bou~ force. 39 Furthermore, the mlneowners perceived the 

possibilities of increasing their profit margins by increasing 

the supply of labour. They argued that the fact "that our 
~atives ire unduly overpaid is undesirable ... The rate of pay 1s 

not only disastrous to the iriterests of the shareholders, but 
perniclous to the nati ve himself ... ,,40 The Chamber of Mines 

complained in 1889 that "there can be no doubt that the supply 

I
Of Kaffirs is at present totally inadequate; and this most 

difficult question has been engaging the most serious attention 
of the Chamber. 1141. . . 

The Chamber of Mines stood in no doubt as to why labour was not 

forthcoming. Peasants from Pondoland had told their recruiting 

\ 

officers that they saw no reason why II they s{'lould ... work, is.· 

~ not the country ours, and have we not lots of land and women 
. and chi ldren to cuI t~. va te it'? We prefer to remai n as we are ... II 42 

The Chamber of r .. anes thus felt that the bond tying the A.frican 
to the land should 08 severed. A deliberate effort was 

necessary to undermine the viability of the reserve areas 
where peasant farming was taking place. This would compel 
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able bodied men to take up work on the mines. 

MlnJDg capital had its interests well represented by Cecil 

John Rhodes who was then Prime Minister of the Cape. The 

influence which mining companies exerted was· clearly evident 

in the Glen Grey Act which the cape Government promulgated in 

1894. The Glen Grey Commission which had been established 

prior to the passage of the Act had stated ~hat 

"We believe that the issue of individual title will helD 
mat~rially to solve the labour difficulty ... when a man's 
children grow up they will be compelled to seek service 
as tIle land will be insufficient for tbe support of mOl'e 
than one family. (43) 

I 

Rhodes had felt, moreover. of the need for a 'gentle stimulus 

of a labour tax to remove them from a~lif~ of sloth and laziness; 

you will thus teach them the dignity of labour. ,44 

Native policy in the Cape thus firmly dictaterl a path of 

'dissolution l for t~e pre-capitalist modes of production so 

tbat the demands of capital could be met. This dissolution 

compl~mented styles of recruiting which had been devised by 

Chamber of Mines labour touts. As production went into decline, 

rfl,')ney lenders s toor:" by to forward impoverished cui ti va tors 

either money C~ subsistence goods on condition that th~y 

recruit to work on the mines. 45 This collusion between the 

Cape government and the mines, exacerbated by crippling 

natural disasters in the reserves, had the desired effect of 

pushing labour onto the market. By and after the turn of the 
century almost eighty per cent of th& Africans working on the 

46 mines came from the affected Eastern Cape. The figures which 
are ~uoted b810w indicate this growth in the new migrant 

labour force fl'om the Transkei after the tUl"n of the century. 

YEAR NUT,IJBER LEAVING THE TRANSKEI 

1906 56 066 
1907 63 149 
1908 67 825 
1909 63 802 
1910 79 377 
1911 79 837 
19.i2 96 667 (47) 
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Other labour supplies were drawn from a wide range of areas. 

Through the useful intercession of chiefs, recruiters brought 

'workers onto the Rand not only from the cape, but also from the 
48 Northern Transvaal and Mocambique. The South African War, 

hovlever, resulted in many wor\{ers leaving the Rand, causing a 

grave sLortage (If labQur on the Mines; The immediate solution 
which the mineowners resorted to was the importation of Chinese 

workers. The shortage also compelled recruiters (then the 

WNLA) to scout more forcefully just beyond South Africa's 

borders. It was only in 1907 (under the GQvernment Nati~e 

Labour Bureau) and in 1912 (under the NRC) that serious 

recruiting took place inside South Africa again. 49 By 1909 

the 1909 the total number of workers on the Rand had reached 

the figure of 150 000. 50 , Between 1909 and 1919,th~.s figure 

fluctuated between 150 000 and 190 000. 51 

The expansion of the mines encouraged the develapm~ntof a 

service sector, commercial enterprises and later seco~dary 

industry. As a result, the population of Johan::-,esburg 

increased from 3 000 people of all races in 1887 to a huge 

mining metropolis of 105 000 inhabitants by 1899. 52 This 

population brought with, it a demand for many kinds of services. 
High amorigst these demands was the need for domestic workers. 

This service began as the monopoly of 'white' maids. The 

volatile nature of this group- !'they drifted in and out of 

domestic service between jobs as tearoom waitresses, barmaids 

or prostitutes"- caused an increase in the demand for more 

docile servants. 53 African males filled the breech adequately. 

Their suitabJ:ity created a great demand which reached a high 

poin~ during the 1890s. With this increase in demand went the 

increase in wages of servants. An 'untrained houseboy' ear~~d 
,- 4 

between three and four pounds a month in t.he 1890s.:J Rts in.>?; 

wages seemed, moreover. to elicit a steady flow of new recruits ,--
to this service.?? This particular increase gained momentum 

with the deliberate reduction of mineworkers wages in 1896. 

Further push factors arose in the natural disasters which 

struck agricultural production in 1897. Rinderpest and other 
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cattle disease caused people living in areas adjacent or near 

to the Rand to enter domestic service as a means of earning 

their subsistence. Havj.r'.fs little experience of mine work, 

Zulus came to make domest5.c work their special preserve to an 

increasing extent after 1897: 57: By 1904 there were 20 000 

. \ domestic servants in Johannesburg alone. 58 

This easy availability of domestic servants at a time when 

labour shol'tages on the mines had become a recurrent the:.1e 

brought on the jealousy of the mineowners. As a result, 

several efforts were made to reduce the wages of domestic 

servants. Assisted by an e~onomic recession after the ~urn of 

the century, increasing numbers of Africans came onto the 

domestic servant market. As a result of the availability of 

a surplus of workers wages began to fall. 59 This~ however, 

failed to solve the problems of the mineowners. 

As more workers came into the market, the symptoms of over 

sup~ly took on a more serious colour. From 1907 to 1909 

growing indications of stress appeared amongst domestic 
- 60 

servants. As Van Onselen points out, "Under th~se 

circumstances the w~ges of the single largest group of servants, 

the 'houseboys', could move only1n one direction ~ down."61 

This c1rcumsta~ce and further rural decline in 1912 to 1914 

pushed even more Africans onto the labour market. As a result, 

significant cbanges took place in the character of the domestic 
service sector. The latest waves of prospective servants 

included massive numbers of women and children ~ho served to 

drive the cash wage of the servant population ev~n further 

down. 62 

While over two thirds of tte non-mining workers on the Rand , 

worked in domestic service; tbe remainder held jobs spread 
betv{een the commercial and secondary industry sectors. 63 

TLe majority of those employed in the latter held unskilled 

and semi-skilled jobs, since '~bite' workers, particularly so 

on the Ran~, held a tight monopoly over skilled employment. 64 
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changed the nature of capitalism tn South Africa. vast 

supplies of labour were needed to work ttJe mines on the Rand 
and in Kimberley. This demand brought about the large-scale 

proletarianisation of the recently formed peasantry. This 

proletarianisation was characterised by deliberate dissolution 

of the productive relations of the pre-capitalist mode of 

production, com!'elling peasants to sell their labour in order 

to subsist. It was in t~is context that a~ urban labour 

force came into being in South Africa. We should keep in mind 

therefore, that proletarianisation was not a process 

distinguished by th~ 'bright-light J syndrome, but occurred 

. against a. background of COt"pulsion and impoverishment. 

This brings us to a discussion of the conditions which this 

new working class encountered in Johannesburg. 
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mode of production when the basis for its 
reproduction is lackinG, when on his own admission, 
the labourers are unable to maintain any existence 
apart from the sale of their labour pmoJer?" 
(Williams, 'An Analysis of South African capitalism' 
p3l) 

Morris approaches the debate in terms of the 
imper~tives surrounding the cheapening of labour 
power. fe argues that specificity has to be brought 
to the concept of a 'capitalist mode of production'. 
We quote extensively: 
n ••• it is necessary to understand that in any 
particular capitalist mode of production in a 
particular historical moment in time, there is also 
a dominant branch of capitalist production ... 
. . . Capitalism in Sbuth Africa in the early stages 
was dominated ry the production of diamonds and 
gold .. ,neither commodity ts a means of producing or 
is a constituent of, the subsistence requirements 
of labour power. Therefore subsistence requirements 
could not be satisfied tr.iTough the sale of these 
commodities. Nor indeed could the valu0 of labour 
power be lowered as a consequence of increasing 
producti vi ty ... 
~ .. ThereforeJ given the non-relationship of gold and 
diarnondz to the value of labour power, and the 
absence and/or low development of capita15st 
agriculture and manufacturing within that nation 
state, the value of labour powe~ could only be 
maintained at a low level or decreased through the 
maintenance of pre-capitalist relations of 
production." (N Morris, 'capitalism ana Apartheid: 
A Critique of some Conceptions of Cheap Labour 
PC;oJer I pp59-60) 

12 Foster-Carter op cit pp70-74 passim 

13 W Beinart Op cit p3 

14 Lewis, 'A Study of the Ciskei .. ,' pIS 

15 Ibid p17 

16 G Kay, Development and Fnderdevelopment: A Marxist 
An?l;vsis pg8 

17 Lewis op cit p23 

18 Quoted in Cooper. or cit p25 

19 Lewis op cjt p23 

20 Bundy op cit 025 

21 Ibid 
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23 Molteno, 'The South African Reserves' p49 

24 Bundy. op cit p26 

25 Ibid pp28,.29 

26 Ibid 

27 Ibld p30 

28 Ibid 

29 The example of P0ndoland is striking in that conditions 
of peasantisation and underdevelopment differed 
to those encountered ~lsewhere in the Eastern 
Cape. (See Beinart op cit p6) 

30 Bundy op cit p24 

31 Ibid p30 

32 Expropriation took place most conspicuously in Zululand. 
AS JJ Guy remarks, by1889,Zulul~ndJ "which only 
a decade previously had been po15tically 
independent and economically self-sufficient no 
longer existed." (JJ Guy. 'The Destr~ction of a 
Pre-Capitalist Economy And the Origi~ of Labour 
Supplies: the Zulu Case' pl3) 

33 Bundy op cit p31 

34 E Websterj'Background 'to the Supply and Control of 
Labour in the Gold ~ines' in Webste~ (ed) Southern 
African Labour Eist"'l'!:y plO 

35 Ibid pll 

36 FA Jor:~stone, ClasS,Race and Gold p17 

37 Ibid p2u 

38 Ibid 
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CHAPTEH THREE 

TBE MATERIAL CONDITIONS OF THE AFRICAN PEOPLE IN ,JOHANNESBFRG 

/ 
,.-

The major purp)ses of this chapter are to describe the material 

conditions in which the fledgling proletariat, and the African 

community in general. grew, to show briefly how these conditions 

fitted into the stL'ucture of capitalIsm. and, finally. to argue 

that these conditions generated contradictory i..hrusts in the 

s6cial formation. As far as' our last objective is concerned, we 

wish to argue that the social conditions, determined. inter alia, 

by Pass Laws J housing problems and low wages, served to hasten 

the baptism of the African people into new proletarian conditions 

and thereby a form of awareness of their situation, and yet at 

the same time provided the very mechanism for the state to 

disorganise and manipulate the African working class. 

There were thr~e factors which stimulated widescflle protest in 

the years 1917 to 1920. These were (i) the high cost of living, 

coupled with low \-'Jages, (ii) housing conditions, &;1d (iii) the 

39 

Pass Laws. We will examine each factor separately in this chapter. 

Our hypothesis is that. while each factor represented a reason for 

protest, each also represented a different method of securing wage 

labour ever more effectively t9 the control of capitalism. 

In a later chapter we hope to show that the militance stimulated 

by these factors was also weakened by them. Thus. while the s6cial 

and material conditions primed the Afrjf'!an community's consciousness 

for protest, within these very conditions lay SG~e 6f the 

instrumertts whi~h the state used, both actively and unwittingly, to 

disorganise the working class, 

PASSES AND WAGES 

The Pass Laws (Ordinance 50, 1828, of the Cape Colony and a 

plethora of provincial Dass regulations) served to regulate the 

flow of African people into and out of the urban areas. In this 
way, the government au ~hor.i ti e,s had a powerful controlli ng devi ce 
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at their disposal. The municipalities admitted workers and the 
Native Affairs Department issued permits (passes) to them as, and 

where their services were required within the centres of production. 

Similarly, as their utility decreased, they were ejected from the 

zones of production. With this tool. the authorities (with the 

active assistance of the employers) devised an effective way of 

maximising the uti:ity of their workers. l 

We must recognise at the same time, though, that while the Pass 

regulations were an organising device for the ruling class, the 

very same regulations acted as a disorganising device as far ;lS 

the working class and the AfrIcan community were concerned. Passes 

mili tat ed agains t independent and spontaneous or·ganisa tl on by the 

workers. Subjected to the control and inhibiting routine which the 

authorities imp~sed on their movement, the workers were denied 

freedo~ of movement, 
-' 

Disorganisat~on revealed itself in the punitive effects which the 

pass law had on the African people. James Makgatho, the leader of 

the African Congress movement in the Transvaal, described the pass 

situation in the following way: 
i' 
"I'he Pass Law in tHe Transvaal makes criminals of many of our 

people who are not inherently criminal. Those wn.~ try t') 
beguile us into believing ttlat tLe Pass Law js for our 
protection. re~ind me of the blandish~ents addressed by the 
spider to the fly. Let us take the case of a native up-country, 
say at P1.ptersburg. who wants to go to Preto~ia to w')rk. He 
first applies to his chief for a certain Pass t') seek work. 
This takes ~im to the nearest p~lice Post or Native Affai~s 
office. IThere he gets nis second !'ass. stating his destination. 
He then takes the train to Pretoria and goes to Marabastad 
Lc~ation. The Cllances are tl'lat. if the Police find him at 
~arabastad ¥ith the Pass from the Sub-Native Comrnissioner~ 
Pretoria, he may be fined 10/-. When he gets to Pretoria. he 
has to obtain a ten days' pass from the Sub-Native Commissioner 
to seek work. Perhaps he cann')t get suitable employment i~ that 
period. He then goes back and applies for a 5 day pass. At the 
end of that time he is still with')ut employment. He gets 
another· pass for two or three days. If by then he has not 
obtained work, in ~ost cases he is not granted a fUrther 
extension and if he continues to remain in Pretoria he is 
arrested as a criminal. In our view he should have as long a 
period as he llke~ ... to look for work ... Baving found work, the 
Native llliS to get a monthly pass. Although he has that pass, if 
the police find him in Arcadia or Sunnyside he is liable to 
arrest unless he has a further 'special' pass ... A native in 
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Pretoria may have his monthly pass and a special pass from 
his master. His master may send him to Arcadia or Sunnyside, 
say at 8 p.m. At 9 p.m. he is in one of these places, and 
although he p8ssesses both the monthly and special passes 
referred to, he 1s nevertheless arrested because he has no 
night pass .. ,"(2) 

The st~ingent dependence which the Afriaan had on his employer 

permitted the latt~r to exercise maximum control on the mobility 

of the African. This severely curtailed mass political 

organisa tion, and ensured the securi ty of the c'l.ominant classes. 

Yet, while serving as a way of optimisjng labour utility and 

securing the utte~ disorganisation of the African workers 

politically, the Pass Laws caused the African people to rise 

up in periodic rebellion against them. The African workers 

recognised the effect which the law had on their abiljty to sell 

their labour freely. This restriction emerged as a powerful 

source of dissatisfaction in the Transvaal. 

The wages of unskilled labourers varied throughout South Africa. 

According to Van der Horst, a pioneer sc'holar of t.~1e li beral 

school, 'the "highest rates ... were found for domestic, commercial 

and general service in Johannesburg ... the next high<:::::;t were. those 

on &he Witwatersrand Gold Mines (where money wages averaged about 

two shillings a Shift ... ),,3 The Congress movement contended that 

the avera~e wage of the African worker in JotBnnesburg was one 

shllling and eight pence a day. They clai~ned tba t rare exceptions 
existed where some Africans earned between two and five pounds a 

4 ' 
month. The workers employed by the To~n Council of Johannesburg 
earned from two pounds one shilling and nine pence (£2.1s.gd) to 

two pounds ten shillings and six pence (£2.10s.6d) as their wage,S 

This c~ntrasted with the wage of three pounds (£3) per month paid 
to workers on the mines. 

It is certain that the cost of living ~'ad climbed dramatica.llv 
. • v 

.during the War years. During the 1910-1919 period. the price' 
t" 

index had risen from 1000 to 2249.° Articles of clothing, such 

as boots, which could have been purchased for between fifteen and 

twenty shilllngs had doubled in price. Generally~ commoditj.E's . 

4J. 

J 
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which Africans were accustomed to buying increased over seventy

five percent in prlce. 7 

The wages of African workers, unlike those of their 'white' 

counterparts,remained largely unaltered during the War years. 

This meant that, relative to the price ind.ex, they actually 

experienced a decline in their real incomes. The price spiral, 

however, curtailed not only the purchasing power of African 

workers,- but also affected their very ability to live and survive 

unscathed in the urban environment. As we shall see in ch&cters 

below, this reduction in real wages encouraged the growth of an 

extensi '.Ie informal network In Joha.nnesburg wrien it became clear 

that formal organisation through political movements would bring 

about little change in the economic structure. 

A furt~ler important consideration to take into account when 

considering the quest50n of wages is the degree of structvr~l 

under-development of the Reserves which took place during the 

War years, aggravated by a series of natural disasters. Bonner 

recounts " ... the process of capitalist penetration was firmly 
compounded by the East Coast Fever epidemic of 1912, which left 

tho~sands of families impoverished and which led to an annual 

exodus of around 60 000 labourers to the Rand. Increasingly 

these workers had to remit part of their earnings for their _ 

families to survive, and this was particularly true of periods 

of epidemic or drought, and so were exposed for the first tirr.e 
to the vagaries of inflation,II8 This relation between the 

reserves and the urban areas in its totality was thus important. 

Several years oi either drought or torrential rain, plus plagues 

and waves of fat~l epidemics, served to deepen the wage 
dissatisfaction which emerged. during the War years and contrib~ted 

substantially to the mood of militancy on the Rand before 1920. 

HOUSING 

This section on housing intends to provide a general overview of 

accommodation facilities tor Africans in Johannesburg during 1917 

to 1920. Furthermore, it int~nds to describe the condition of 

these facilities. The purpose of this examination is to place 
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the life of the new African into perspective and to see how this 

lifestyle was determined within the capitalist economy. 

It is only in the years preceding 1920 and in the twenties, when 

a change in hegemony in the state occurred, that real debate was 

entered into on the que~tion of segregating African from 'white' 

residential areas. And as Paul Rich suggests, one can see a 

policy taking shape during this time in response to the 

proletarianisation and the growing propensity of African workers 

to use the strike weapon. 9 In the course of this work we will 

briefly chart this policy in j. ts bare outlines. B::::msing then 

falls into place as a key ele~ent in the ruling class' apparatus 

for maintaining its ascendancy. 

Prior to 1919, when the Western and Eastern Native Ar~as were 

develo~ed as locations for African people, the only location 

underd1e ,jurisdiction clf the Johannesburg municipality waR that. 

of Klipspruit. FreehGld rights existed in two places; Sophiatown 
and ftlexandria.. For the res t, African people lived in and among 

lwhites' in Johannesburg. Large numbers of workers also li.ved in 
. 10 employers compounds and backrooms. It was only in 1932 that 

Orlando, the precurscr of Soweto, came into existence. 

The Joint Council of Europeans and Natives made a valuable survey 

of housing conditions for Africans in 1923. with retrospective 

validity. The report broke the African population into the 
following three groups: 

Class one: 

C las s t,;~o: 

"Natives for whom housing accorllmodation is 

provided by their employers upon their premises, 

including: (i) domestics 

(ii) industrially employed ... 

espec ially thos e hous ed in co:npounds under 

pri va. te control, as in mi ning, indus try. " 

"Natives housed in compounds and locations under 

municipal control." 

Class three: "Nat~lves who have to find accommodation for 

themselves a.s best they can. Includes the mass 

of permanent reSidents, and of native families 
in the town." 11 
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The Joint Council felt that the first group received adequate 

provision, but that the oth.er two groups lived in highly 

unsatisfactory conditions. 12 The findings of the Council reported 

the existence of totally unsatisfactory conditions within the 

second group. In accord with the findings of the Government 

Housing Commission of 1919 and the Housing Committee of the 

Federation of Rat2payers Association, the Joint Council reported 

that the failure and absence of planning and the lack of 

sanitation generally made these sites unfit for human habitation. 13 

(i) Locations 

One can argue trlat, in conju.u.:::tion .... /i th the Pass Laws, the rules 

governing housing and the methods adopted in th~ _implementation 

. of these rules were important instruments in controlling the 

mobility of the African population. Pnder Government Notice 63 
of 1909, the Johannesburg Municipality prohibited Africans from 

living outside such locations and compounds as had been set aside 

for them (except for t.he defined class one which we bave defined 
above).14 This meant that the Municipality could institute 

punitive measures against people who ignored these regulations. 

However, during the War years the situation defied control. 

Although the authorities had the ability to prosecute offenders, 

there was Simply hot sufficient accommodation available for African 

people in the townships. As a result, they overcrowded the 'white' 

and 'coloured' suburbs of the town, living mainly in backrooms. 15 

The Joint Council's survey into thp locations revealed important 

details. It had the following to say about the ~~lay Location 

which, it had felt, ~as in an anomalous position because 

", .. there ha~ always been considerable doubt as to the powers 
(one) can exercise with regard to it ... The only possible one 
would be its destruction. At the present time 1t is inhab~ted 
by about 8000 persons, about half of whom are natives .. It 
remal ns, la.rgely owing to overcrowdi D;g. bad arrangements and 
structural defects, a festering menace to the community. "'(16) 

The Joint Council quoted the Medical Officer of Health in the 

Asiatic Commission of ~nquiry of 1921 as saying that its worst 

experience was at Vrededorp 

" ••. where we found as many natives and Cape Coloured people as 
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Indians ... we found the inhabi tants crowded and huddled 
together in small hovels amidst indescribable filth and 
leading a most :i.nsani tary mode of life. 1I (17) 

45 

A further descriptio~ of Vrededorp in a leading newspaper went 

thus: 
nAt present the ... lo(!a tion cons ists of four hundred and fifty 
stands with nine and a quarter rooms to each stand. There is 
a total population of 7572, Which works out to about sixteen 
and a half persons to each stand ... and the crowding of 
population 1s constantly increased by the ingress of natives 
from other parts of the town. The location has been the 
starting point of the plague epidemic in 1904, and nearly 
every smallpox outbreak since trlen and the incidence of the 
recent influenza outbreak was specially severe therein."(18) 

It appeared that a large number of African people in the townships 

were employed on neighbouring mines. Police reports ~verred that 

African workers kept women in the location for the purpose of 

making and trading in illicit liquor. A priest, Rev W MeaY'a, 

described a scene which had left a great impression on him: 

"!n one yard in Ferreirastown he saw about fifty people drunk 
on a Sunday afternoon, fighting and quarreling."(19) 

Up to this time there were only two locations under~he 

jur~sdiction of th~ Jnhannesburgmunicipality y Klipspruit and 

Western NatiVe Townshipr The latter had only come into being in 

1919 and Klipspruit t..ad been set up in 1904 as an emergency camp 

after the bubonic plague which struck the areas known as Coolie 

Locations in the town. 20 

Klipspruit Location Wi::.'.S situated twelve miles from J:;hannesburg 

adjacent to a se~erage farm. A railway which operated only once 

in the early morning and once again in the late afternoon provided 

the only transport facilities for the location. The water ~upp.~y 

both for washing and for drinking purposes was inadequate. The 

dwellings themselves resembled V-stlaped huts, consisting of an 

iron roof placed on the ground. The Joint Council reported that 

"SUCh dwellings are really in the nature of things unfit for 
human habitation.,,21 
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worst compound, i.e. the Natal Street Compound: 

"This compound adj0ins the destructor and has from three 
hundred to three hundred and thirty boys. The area of the 
building is given as five hundred and fifty-four square feet ... 
The main portion of the building is three storeys in height! 
and cann0t be deLcribed as anything but a slum: the existence 
of such a compound is a disgrace to the town ... in the case of 
a fire the building would be a deathtrap for the natives 

-- "( 8) living i.n the 'lpper storeys of the building. 2 

Other compounds were marginally better. A handful, such as the 

Smit Street Compound, had excellent facilities. 29 

Together with workers holding regular jobs, the compounds held 

"boys wh0 for one reason 0':' another, are out of employmeni..:, 
and who are therefore provided at the compound with night 
accommodation at the rate of three pence per night ... only 
about half of these (night visitors) are legitimately 
employed natives~ the other half coming there for a jolly old 
carouse·"(30) 

The beer-brewing and skJkiaan (an alcoholic beverage) trade, 

especi~lly at the Salisbury and Jubilee Compounds, was an 

exceptionally intensive business. Weekly confiscations of brew 

amounted to five hundred gal10ns on average. The 'Rickbha Boys', 

who wer~. permitted free entry into compounds, acted as the 

couriers for the 'beer-businessmen'. These ~Ricksha Boys' 

"who have hired t}leir own vehicles .. are free men, and may work 
at their own lei~ure. Often they prefer the easier and 
altogether more lucrative method of earning their daily bread 
by dealing in skokiaan."(3l) 

Newspapaper- reports in this vein were legi0n. Often they drew 

gloomy pictures of endemic drunkeD~~ss in compounds. 

(iii) Other Accommoddtion 

The Jo~.nt Committee found that the "crl!x of the question lies in 

the housing of large and increasing numbers of natives", 

especially African families whocann0t be accommodated in 

municipal l0cations. "They form the bull{ of the inhabl tants of 

our city", for whom conditions were described as appalling, "and 

it includes the bulk OJ:' the better educated na ti ves and those W110 
. 32 

have been regular dwe} leI's in the town. II 
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In the urban areas the Committee found that 
"It seems in practice to be possible for anyone possessing a 

yard or some vacant ground to erect any sort of hovel upon or 
to let it at an exhorbitant rate to.a native family. The 
temptation to do so must be great, because the speculation 
seems to be a vel'y remunerative one. The yard system in 
Johannesburg is very extensive being spread over most of the 
Eastern, Southern and Western districts. Yet there would 
Seem to be no lack of tenants, as it is not at all common to 
find unoccupicJ premises. These conditions lead naturally to 
desperate overcrowding, very insanitary st~tes of existence, 
make decency all but imJ?ractlcable. and ac;'c as a direct 
incentive to crime. I1 (33)" 

The outlook was a very grim one. The average size of rooms was 

twelve square feet, resulting in the unbelievably high number of 
. 34 twenty families occupying a yard. The health aspect in general 

left much to be desired. Sanitation facilities Were poor and 

garbage collectors seldom collected refuse, with the result that 

garbag~ piles grew high in the yards. The structures themselves 
ranged from dilapidated brick to tin shanties, for which an. 

average rental of thirty shillings a month was charged. An 

advancement or promotion at work was normally accompanied by an 

increase in rental. In these conditions the infantile mortality 

rate soared, and reached an average of three hundreG and fifty 

per thousand in the years immediately after the Great War. 35 

One can hardly say that these conditions bypassed the attention 

of the government, authorities. Indeed. several Commissions of 

Enquiry commented on these conditions and even criticised the 
<Johannesburg local authorities for not +.:;aking prompt action. The 

joint findings of the Local Government Commissiod and the 

Commission for ~ative Affairs in ~his regard are important. 

Included in the conclusions and recommendations of these two 

commissions' discussions were the following: 

fI ••• (2) That a statutory duty be placed on municipa.l bodies to 
provide adequate housing accommodation for all natives within 
its (sic) area and that suitable power be given to those bodies 
to control the ingr0ss of na ti ves into its (si c) area ... 

(4) Tha t an eco:lomi c rent should be c11a:cged for housi ng 
accommodation. 

(5) It is recognised that the existence of a redundant 
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Important insights emerge from this chapter. The material 

c6nditions of the African community, and especially the African 

worker, left much to be desired. These conditions received 

their character from the interaction of the factors which we have 

mentioned above, and created a final picture of acute 

impoverish~ent. As De Ki~wiet said: "Here in their airless, 

overcrowded and prnmiscuous locations disease and pauperism bred 

each other in a vicious circle."37 However, these very 

conditions also bred resentment and a rebellious consciousness 

which rearFd its head periodically. The great weakness of this 

rebelliousness sprang from the conditions from which it \-vas 

. spawned. .The rules which determined the Pass Laws, the housing 

system and· the unwri tten laws of 10\,1 wages had tIle effect of 

controlling and {mmobilising the workforce right within the zones 

of prod uc ti on. We thus observe tbe co~tradi c tory pheIlomenon of a 

situation where laws and economic relations. engender a 

consci('usness of protest, which, at-the same time, contain!3 

elements which vitiate that consciousness. 
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NOTES 

1 See R Moorsom, op ci~ where he states the same idea 
about the purpose of Pass regulations in Namibia 

2 SNA Box 85 Deputation of the TNC to the Minister 
Pretoria 7/4/1919 

3 Van der Eors t op cit p237 

4 SMA Box 215 Meeting between the Mayor of Johannesburg 
and a deputation from the SANNC 

5 The Star 21/10/1918 

6 Van der Horst op cit 

7 See the appendix for a chart of pre-war and post-war 
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8 P Bonner. 'The 1920 Black Mineworkers Strike' pIS 

9 P Rich, 'Ministering to the White Man's needs: Thp 
Deve1o~ment of Urban Segregation in South Africa 
1913 to 1923' p6 

10 See A Stadler, 'Birds in the Cornfield' 

11 Pim Papers 5a 95 University of the Witwatersrand 
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It is hardly true that compounds (class one) administcired 
by minIng and industry were satisfactory. The 
work of C van Onselen. Chibaro, and S Voroney Op cit 
and others d~scribe the totally insanitary, 
unhygienic and psychologically depressive 
conditions of these compounds 

13 Pim papers OF cit 

14 SNA Box 86 3~3/19/F64 r:;aj or Cooke to Co;ri~.li ss ion of Enqulry 
into Grievances at Klipspruit Location. 

15 As we sn&ll see later, the authorities subsequently 
realised that their controlling mechanisms were 
insufficient and as a remedial measure set the 
the Urban Areas Act in motion to make up for the 
legislative deficiencies of the Pass Laws, Masters 
and Servants Laws and contract regulations. 

16 Pim Papers op cit 

17 Ibid 
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ChAPTER FOUR 
1917-1920: TEE HIGH PEA.SE OF PROTEST IN ,JOHANNESBUItG 

"It takes both time and experience before the workers (lea~n) to 

distinguish between machinery and its employment by capital, and 

therefore to transfer their attacks from the material instruments 

of production to t.i.;e form of society wb.ich utilises those 

instruments. Ii. 1 

During the Great War, a qualitative change took place in the form 

of the protest of the African people against their condi tiOilS. 

In the past, formal protest hbd been channelled through the 

South African Native National Congress (SANNC) (to be called the 

African National Congress in subsequent years); infor~al protest 

and spontaneous actions, especially within the work pl~ce, had 

manifested themselves through measures such as desertions, 

boycotts, go-slows and the destruction of machinery.2 A new form 

of revolt now emerged~ workers channelled their protest Lu a 

collective manner, directly against their employers and ~he 

government. 

Thl.:; cl-Japter proceeds from the premise that ma teria:!. condi tions 

gave rise to a specia~ consciousness of militance in the African 

proletariat in Johannesburg. It will be argued that workers rose 

in spontaneous protest against the conditions in which they llved. 
This protest, developing into collective action, invested the 

relationship between the owners of the means of production and 

the workers with a crisis dimension hitherto not experienced. In 

~\\1920 alone, over 105 568 African workers went on strike, a figure 
\lWhich has never been equalled. 

A second premi.se of this chapter is that organisations, especi"'lly 

the Transvaal Native Congress (TNC) (a provincial wing of the 

SAt,TNC), followed on and appr'opriated the spontaneous protest of 

the people and present~d it as their own. They replaced the 
workers' demands with their own. Although the workers' protest 

had limited objectives (in terms of seeking a restructuring of 

SOCiety) it carried a danger which the authorities and the 
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bourgeoisie could not ignore. It became urgently imperative to 

the bo~rgeoisie, therefore, to subdue the militancy of the 

w(!rking class and to replace it ltJi th the more accommodating· 

orientation of moderate leadership from within the African 

community. In fact, as we shall see, this moderate leadership 

behaved in a politically inconsistent manner, actively supporting 

worker demands on ~ numbe~ of occasions. 

Our premises will be examined in the context of a number of 

important events and protracted phenomena which occurred in the 

short period between 1917 and 1920. These events were the Native 

Traders' Boycott of 19lB,the Shilling Strike and Pass 

Disturbances of the same year which spilled over into the 

following year. the Klipspruit Disturbances of 1919. and, finally. 

the large Mineworkers' Strike of 1920. 

The pel'iod which we shall examine in this chapte-::- forms th<:> 

critical part of a decade of unrest. The first evidence of 

unrest appeared in 1913, when I black' miners follo1:'led trle exarnple 

of their, 'White' counterparts and went on strike at several mines 
4 for a period of three days. Even though the strike was put down 

quickly by the author!ties, it won significant improvements for 

the mineworkers. These improvements, however, failed to stem the 

tide of dlscontent which grevl in and around the mines. Indeed, 

chronic inflation coupled with disastrous crop failures and other 
natural calamities aggravated the feeling of unrest which took 

root on the mines. By the end of 19l5. strikes broke out at the 
Van Ryn Deep Mines, followed by similar action early in 1916 in 

the Go~ernment Areas South and New Modderfontein Mines. 5 This 

fresh ~ave of unrest prompted the sub-inspector of police at 

Benoni to remark that 

!lSince the trouble at the Van Ryn Deep Gold Mine Compound the 
trouble has been spreading from one compound to anotLer, the 
natives nave started bolding meetings. resort to picketing 
and are in fact cJrgr:mising in the same manner as the miners 
did in the 1913 and 1914 strikes. I take a most serious view 
of the matter which is (also) held by several General 
Managers ... and I a~ convinced that, in the event of any further 
Industrial disturbance, tne Government will not be able to 
count ont~e loyalty of the natives as they have done in the 
pas t ... !I (6) 
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The prediction of the sub-commissioner took some time to realise 

itself, because the next phase of unrest took root only at the 
end of 1917. Howeve:o:>, it became clear tr.at a new phase of class 

struggle was unfolding. The use of the strike weapon had set in 
as a distinct instrument of confrontation and resistance. Where 

1913-1916 saw the introduction of the strike-weapon, 1917-1920 
saw it being used in a manner consistent with a heightened class 

consciousness. 

Advances were not the prerogative of 'black' workers; 
organisations made great strides during this period as well. The 

most significant advance was that of the SANNC movement. From 
the South African Native Convention in 1909, the SANNC had \ 

progressed to a na tionwid e organisation repres enti ng II provi ncial 
organisations, leaders of local vigilance groups, chiefs, and 

other prominant Africans from throughout South Africa.,,7 The 

1913 L~nd Act provided the organisation with an early opportunity 

to test its strength. It sent deputations to the Prime Minister, 
and, when this had failed, sent another to the King, who failed 

to give satisfaction either. The antagonism to the Land Act 
persist;:=d wi thout abatement, and became a regular issue of ," 

disuontent. The dist'.lrbances of the 1917-1920 periud .. however.l 
provided the org~nisation and its ~eaders with a perfect 

opportunity; for there they, who had no mass base themselves~ 
found a discontented mass without leadership. A better situation 

could not present itself. 

TEE NATIVE TRAD&~S' BOYCOTT 
In February of 1918 African rnineworkers on the East Rand started 
boycotting the ~oncession stores from which they bought their 
supplies. This 8vent marked the beginning of the high phase of 

the class struggle 6n the Rand and in Johannesburg; workers Who 
had participated in isolated strike action were now involved in 
continuous'collective action. 

Workers had already slDwn Signs of unrest in the middle of 1917. 
Taberer, who worked for the recruiting company NRC, had visited 

a number of mines and found wor'kers complaining about reductions 
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in their wages and also about the abolition of special bonuses 

which they vlere accustomed to receiVj.ng. 8 In a memorandum to 'the 
Chamber of Mines, he warned that the "wri ting vJas on the 'V-lall H 

• 

He felt that, if the Chamber continued to resist the demands of 

the African miners 

"The native will take by organised methods more than has been 
witheld from h:m unjustly, and will get out of hand. 

It is clearly in the best interests of the mining industry 
to anticipate this position and to get the credit, rather 
than the native for having adjusted it. n (9) 

It was in this context that the trouble erupted early in 1918. 

The boycott on the East Rand began on or about the seventh of 

February 1918: 
"For several days the mining stores of Brakpan, Benoni and 
Springs have been in a state of unrest and uncert2inty owing 
to the ~ttitude of the natives employed on the various 
pr~perties, notably the Van Ryn Deep, Kleinfontein, 
MoGderfontein, Modder B, Geduld. Springs State Mines and 
Brakpan. It seems that the boys decided among the~sel~es to 
boycott the traders on the grounds that ruling price.:; are too 
high ... The ... boycott originated at the Van Ryn Deep and 
within forty-eight hours from its inception had spread 
throughout the district."(lO) 

The speed with which the trouble spread suggests tw~ things: 

(i) the feelings about concession store prices were generally 

held in that entire area (they had, in fact, surfaced late in 

1917 already) and 

(ii) rudimentary channels of organisation existed between 

compounds, based on rudimentary forms of organisation. These 

rudimentary forms of organisation could have taken any form, from 

home-boy associations, to the more complex milit~ry-style 

structures of ti.;e amalei ta gangs .11 

At some places the style of protest advanced from boycotting to 

actual picketiJ:"l..g. The boycotters organised pickets which they 

posted around certain shops, and 

"boys a ttempting to .'?nter certain stores were ei ther dissuaded 
from doing so. or else upon emerging were deprived of their 
purchases ... Event~~lly most victims became converts to the 
ca us e ... " ( 12 ) 

At other shops the situation deteriorated sbarply. On the twelfth 

of February, customers going to a shop at Kleinfontein were 
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confronted by violent and angry assaults. 13 At Modder Band 

Brakpan, the shopowners called the police when the boycotters 

began heckling them, "calling upon them to close their shops and 

k· . tl- t '. t <:' ,,14-ma.lng ,wea enlng ges ure~ ... 

The boycotting, accompanied by picketing. continued until the 

middle of February, when the police moved in and decided to 

arrest a number of the picketers. "The native boycotters at the 

Kleinfontein received a sharp check yesterday morning, by the 

arrest of one of their pickets which consisted of boys mostly 

Shangaan. 1115 The action of the police successfully terminatf'd 

all worker activity on the Ea~t Rand. 

The boycott on the East Rand encouraged the mineworkers in 

Johannesburg to pursue the same line of action. SeveY"al days 

after the East Rand stirrings had been put down, the workers in 

Johannesburg were still boycotting. On the twenty-fifth of 

February, three to four hundred boycotters gathered in the single 
, . 

quarLers of the Langlaagte compound. "They were very exci ted and 

after shouting and br~ndishing sticks, proceeded along the Main 

Reef Ro~d.1116 Some of their picketing colleagues had been 

arr~sted, and they t~0ught that they would make their way to the 

local police station to find out what had become of them. Before 

the large gathering arrived at its destination it was intercepted 

by the police, who then arrested seven of the ringleaders. 17 

The discussion and debate which foJlowed in the wake of the 

boycotting revealed the varied stances 3.d:Jpted t~T i ndi viduals and 

organisations which l~d a stake in the resolution of the issue. 

Since ::!.eaflets printed, by the IWA wer~ discovered in the compounds, 

some of the conc02ssion store m'~ners deduced that "certain 

dissatisfied white socialists and alleged pacifists are at the 
back of this movement. illS 

The Acting District Commandant for the East Rand said that he had 

received the following impression of the boycotters' argument: 

"Tha t if on account of the ~var effort it was necessary to 
raise the prices of commodities, thus making it i~possible 
for the natives to purcllase on their existing wages, they 
ought to be paid more money ... "(19) 

< 
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to prohibit the granting of stands on ground held under Mining 

Title (Mynpacht). The object of these prohibitions, claimed_the 

TNC, was to withold trading rights from the general pUblic. 27 

The suggested amendments aimed'at providing the African 

businessman with an opportunity of competin~ on equal grounds 
with 'v-lhite' businessmen on mining ground. 2 They felt that the 

introduction of fr2e trade on Proclaimed ground or ground held 

under mining title should give a person "after having domplied 

with certain requirements ... the right to carryon any trade or 

industry on such ground as upon any other ground. ,,29 

The Congress movement c9mplained of the monopoly which certain 

people wielded with regard to the trading stores. They claimed 

that a few "uncrowned liquor kings", who sold large quantities of 

liquor to the workers, had obtained control of the majority of 

mining stands on the Rand through bribery and corruption. 30 In 

1896 their monopoly had been threatened v,'hen an 111:.successfLil 

applicant for a stand had had his appeal sanctioned and ~assed in 

. the High Court. 3l A memorandum which Congress tendered as 

evidence stated that the 'liquor kings' then "decided that steps 

be taken through the officials that in future it shall be 

impossible for any unsuccessful or displeased applicant for a 

mining stand to go to i;ourt and obtain relief .,,32 The 'liquor 

kings' then contrived through mining officials to vest Mining 

Commissioners with arbitrary powers when conSidering applications 
for stand licences. The Transvaal Volksraad subsequently 

promulgated Law 15 of l8g8 (Section 92) to ratify this move of 
the 'liquor kings' .33 The Law also withdrew the right of 

Mynpacnten (Min!ng Titles) to be issued. 

The Congress averred that the legislation [lad tr"e following 

resul ts : 

(a) It deprived the public of the privelege of the trade on 
mining ground held unde~ claim licence 

(b) It conferred autocratic powers on mInIng commissioners 
which is detrimental to the public interest 

(c) It confiscated private property worth thousands of pounds , 
without paying compensation to freehold owners of unproclaimed 
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mynpachten. 
"This" said the Congress representatives, "ts a very small part 

of the history of hOVI trading on the mines and proclaimed fields 

became restricted and the natiye mine workers' commodities were 

placed on the high road of becoming monopolosed ... when Law 15 of 

1898 came into force. n3Q 

Contrary to the claims which concession store owners had made, 

said the Congress representativ~s, in return for the seven 

shilling and sixpence stand rental per month, landlords derived 

as much as three to four hundred pounds a month in income. 35 

In broaching the boycott with as much fervour as it did, the 

Transvaal branch of the SANNC expl~citly indicated their interests. 

These interests revolved around capital and the acces~ of African 

entrepreneurs into business. While inveighing against the 

monopo~istic muscle of the concession store owners, they sought 

\ the broadening of the commercial base to include and accommodate 

~th~ African businessman. 36 

It is of crucial interest to us, though .. that the SANNC involved 

itself in the boycott issue, and veered the debate &way from its 

original focus,' that of high prices; it stepped in and 

appropriated the specific demands of the mineworkers and muted 

and transformed their proletarian character. The issue of prices 

at mine stores was not solved until the beginning of 1920, when 

economic conditions improved. 

THE Si-iIl!LING STRIKES AND THE PASS DISTT]P.BANCES 

In Apr:l 1918, not many months after tile clamour of the concession 

stores had died down, two hundred skilled, and therefore 'white', 

engineers downed tools in Johannesburg. Disregarding trade union 

advice, the engineers encouraged their fellow municipal engineers 

to join them in a strike for higher wages. With Johannesburg's 

mfinicipal engineers on strike, the town was effecttvely paralysed 

for a number of hours. 37 The Town Council quickly relented and 

awarded a pay increase to its municipal engineers. This action 

led to a strike by other municipal workers who, however, did not 
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themselves in diametric opposition to the SANNC since they felt 

that "this congress was composed of well known menwflo owned 

0) 

~ lands, were exempted from native laws and they had nothing to say 

as regards the bad treatment of the natives in South Africa ... ,,46 

A measure of co-operation was established through the institution 

of a joint committee from the two organisations. The alliance 

was justified by the TNC in the following way: "all they (the 

white oppressors) are after.1s land and money ... what they are 

after is to finish the black race of South Africa. What we should 
do now is to unrte and after that we can do the same wi th them. ,,47 

The International (the organ Qfthe International Socialist 

League) explained the position of the IWA with regard to the SANNC 

thus: 
"this body in whose more reactionary, middle-class and 
religious-cum-racial tendencies, socialists can have no part~ 
but which may be compelled by the close co-incidence of the 
na ti ve and the working class interes ts to playa us efu1 

rOle."(48) 

Through lts deliberations, the Joint Committee resolved to ask all 

employers to give their workers an increase of a shilling a day 
as from the first of July. They also suggested tha~, should the 

incL·ease not be given, a strike be considered. 

The publi: meetings. which began on or about the fourteenth of 

June, provided a forum for the two organisations. The meetings 
contained these two elements awkwardly until the tension between 

them became too great. 

It emerged that ·:.:;he people who had . attended the meetings had come 

to.und€,Y'stand that a full strike would occur on the f1.rst of July. 
':.'he IWA and the TNC ranged themselves on 0ppos i te sides \·li th 

regard to the strike issue. Although the IWA agreed that times 
were not propitious for a strike, they took grave exception to a 

strong feeling in the n,:c whi ch dismissed the use of s trikes on 

principle. A group of qollaborators who held discussions with the 

concerned authorities emerged in the TNC. One such person was 

Paul Tv1sane. who earlier had flirted wi th the I\'iA. ]Y1sane issued a \ 
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The strikers, in tl:e face of TNC discouragement and the -

conciliatory gestures of some of their colleagues, imperturbably 

pressed their demand. They said that they would "rather starve 

than go back to work." 53 As a result of this stubborn defiance, 

the police moved in with a show of force and arrested seventy-one 

of the ringleaders,54 This action physically ended the wbrkers' 

defiance and demoralised many who thought to adopt the same line 

of action. Yet, other workers persisted: la~ndry and hospital 

workers in Johannesburg followed the cue of the compound workers; 

in other parts of South Africa , the shilling call gained 

momentum. Strikes first erupted in areas dotted around 

Johannesburg and, later on, in other towns throughout the country. 

The trouble which originated in Johannesburg entrenched the 

period as a phase of high protest and sharpened the crisis 

! 
features of South African capitalism. Never before had the 

worki~~ class, and t~e African people in general, reacted so 

definitely to a specific working class issue. 

While prompt police action eliminated certain cri6is pOints, it 

became clear to the authorities that they were dealing with a new 

.situation which had explosive potential. Workers hed taken the 

ste, of confronting their employers and the authorities on a 

collective atid sustained basis. This action confirmed that the 

events of February on the Ea~t Rand were not flash-in-the-pan 

events, but evidence of a new attitude in the African community \ 
which threatened to disturb the placid relationship between 

workers and their employers. 

Because of the ~ew awareness of the African community, the 

authorlties took counter action. In addition to physically 

disorganising the protesting workers through violent intervent~on, 

the authorities brought Bunting, Tinker, Hanscombe, Cetyiwe, 

Ngojo and Kraai of the IWA, and Letanka and Mvabaza of the TNC 

before the court on ch~rges of public violence under the Riotous 

Assemblies Act and the Crimin~l Law Amendment Act of 1914.55 The 

state seemed determined to liquidate organtsation amongst the 
working class. However, it had to withdraw charges when the 

courts discovered that Luke Nessina, a key witness for the Crown, 
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had been making false affidavits on the instigation of his 

Ie employers. 56 

l(\\ .A:) 

Although the legal cha~ges had £ailed, the authorities achieved 

an important objective. Their measures contributed to the range 

of factors which severely crippled the IWA and caused doubt 

within the ISL a~out the wisdom of encouraging the organisation 

of black workers. Unable to keep pace with the movement of 

development amongst the African workers, the rwA failed to 

establish a firm foothold, and in this vulnerability succumbed 

to the pressures brought to bear upon it. The ;WA virtually 

ceased to function in ,Johannesburg; with this, the only 

organisation which gave attention to purely working class 

demands disappeared. The removal of the IWA also meant that the 

TNC had a clearer field in which to work. 57 

Public feeling in the African co~~unity for the shilling 

increase continued unabated. Although their slim leadership 

reE:ources were being chailenged by further deter;:->ents through 

police action, they pressed on with the call for increased wag€s. 

Once more, however, the TNC used all its influence to temper the 

de~ands of the worktrs. At a public meeting in Vrededorp 

attended by ovcr"5 000 people, they emphasised the necessity for 

making demands in a constitutional fashion. 58 Elements in the 

crowd thought otherwise, though, and vented their feelings on 

the police, at whom they threw stones. 59 

During this time of unrest, the TNC sent numer~us deputations to 

the Government. The Prime Minister. General Botha, received the 

first of a number of deputations soon after the disturbances had 

begun in Johannesburg. < Although the deputation gave attention 

to the question of wages and the odious colour bar, it seized 

the opportunity to stress the demands of the 'respectable' elite. 

In this respect it complained about the difficulties which 

'decent' Africans encountered when applying for letters of 

exemption from Pass :::",aws. and also about the lack and restricti on 

of educational f~lities.60 , 
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By perceiving this close relationship between the Pass Law and 

their conditions, the workers had advanoed considerably in their 

understanding of their social and economic environment. This 

advance, however, received a sharp counter in the stance which 

the leadership adopted. While the TNC opposed the Pass Laws, 

the leadership muted the poignancy of the workers' demandS and 

consistently claimed that the object of resistance by the people 

was not. to 

~ \ 
"challenge the government in any way. Tbere was no 
disloyalty on tbeir part and they owed absolute allegiance 
to the King and the British constitution.!I(7l) 
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An anti-pass demonstration followed the march un the Pass Office. 

The meeting took place in the region of the Fordsburg Pass 

Office. The demonstration, peacefully as it began. presented 

the police with the opportunity of charging the Congress ' 
lead8~s with "wrongfully and unlawfully inciting. instigating, 

commanding or procuring other persons to commit ~ contravantion 

of the Pass Law. n72 At a subsequent hearing. a magist~ate fined 

the Congress leaders ten pounds each. 73 

These arrests provoked further demonstrations in tre centre of 

Jc~annesburg. The ~rial of pass offenders brought thousands of 

people into the streets surrounding the magesterial courts. 

African women in the crowd began taunting their menfolk for not . 
reacting to the presence of the police in their midst and several 

impromptu meetings sprang to life when the sentences of the 

offenders were relayed to the people outside. 74 The police 

decided that the situation had become potentially explosive and 
forcefully terminated the meetings and ordered the people to 
disperse. 75 

huge gatherings. sometimes organised by the TNC, continued to 

take place at Vrededorp. Increasingly large numbers of people 

gave their support to the anti-pass ca~paign. which by now 

rested firmly in tbe control of the TNC. The rest of the Rand, 

and even further afield. quickly responded to the cue provided 

by the people in Johannesburg. Organisers adopted a strategy 

which prevented the police from intervening. Women. who were 
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exempt from Pass regulations, divided themselves up into bands 
"(6 of collectors and in this way covered large parts of the Reef. 

Encouraged by the enthusiastic response of the African people, 

the meetings became increasingly vociferous. Because of the 

growing tension, the police terminated one meeting on the second 

of April where they arrested approximately three hundred people. 

They intervened ~t yet another meeting when a riot threatened 

to break out between the demonstrators and 'white' onlookers. 

At another time in Vrededorp serious confron~ations between 

African demonstrators and the police and 'white' sympathisers 

took place which ended in the death of an African.man. 77 In the 

process, the Bolice had apPl"ehended two hundred and fifty-four 

more people. 7 

Once again, however, the deterrents to which the working class 

was exposed caused a weakening of working class militance. The 

distu~bances discussed above, which threatened to explode 

relationships between the authorities and the workers on che 

mir:ics, were quelled by the appeals of tLe ~raditional (;hiefs 

who had been expressly imported to the Rand for that purpose. 

In addition, the TNC's interest in the common people flagged 

w~ile they paid intAnse attention to deputation af~er deputation 

to Pretoria. To its credit, the large deputation which went to 

Pretoria on the seventh of April gave extensive attention to the 

pass system as it affected the African community generally, and 

not just themselves. 79 The interest in worker demands displayed 

at this meeting, however, can be ~xplained in terms of the 

conti nued cri ti cism by the workers th.'?t 1 eader~ were not 

representing their ~emands. Despite this interest in the 

worke~s, these deputations brought no alteration to the 
condicion of th9 working class. 

f

A definite patter~ emer~ed i~ the even~s.w~iCh took place between 
June 1918 and Aprll 1919. Tne masses lnltlated protest and the 

leadership appropriated and countered it. Each advance of the 

masses was followed l:.'y decisive, perhaps sometimes unwi tting, 

countEraction on the part of the TNC. This action of the TNC 

highlighted the absence of leadershiE w{thin the working class. 
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THE KLIPSPRVIT DISTuRBANCES 

March and April 1919 were turbulent months for Johannesburg. To 

compound the Pass and Shilling outbreaks, a serious confrontation 

had brewed and come toa head in the African location of 

Klipspruit. The residents of the location attacked and assaulted. 

the superintendent of the location as well as a number of 

policemen. The R~ger directed at the symbols of authority 

embraced deep-seated grievances which had been brewing in the 

location since its establis.Lment. (See Chapter Three for a 

description of Klipspruit; see map in Appendix) 

The Klipspruit trouble differed from other disturbances in one 

important aspect: whereas the other disturban2es had their 

origin in a work or job environment, the Klipspruit conflict 

represented a straight confrontation between the reSidents of 

the location and the controlling authqrities; the municipality 

and the Native Affairs Department. 

The Star published the following description of the trouble: 

"Police, acting, of course, on instructions, rounded up a 
head of cattle, some of which belonged t~ natives, whose 
residential quarters were at the location. Th2se particular 
boys took stron~ exception to the intervention of the police, 
and as a result there was very serious trouble. It must be 
mentioned that for some time past the police have been 
investigating allegations in connection with the wholesale 
and barefaced thefts of cattle, and the thefts became so 
great that special men were deputed to ascertain the 
foundation of the offences. It was believed that some of 
the offenders could be found ~n the Klipspruit location~ and 
Detective Calder and Detective Cl~rk yesterday entered the 
location with a view to making a l1u:nber of arrests ... They 
were met with a reception they will not forget for a long 
tome. In 3hort. tLey were attacked, their assailants 
approachea them with choppers, sticks, picke and missiles 
bqually effective in a ~~l~e. To be quite candid. the 
intruders - as the natives regarded them ~ got very much the 
werst of matters ... The boys seemed to have some grievanc~ 
against 1'1r :Tames the Loca tien superintendent, and it was he 
wbo suffered ;nost."(8o) 

James the location superintendent, claimed that he had acted on 

a report which had been made to him about ownerless cattle. As 

a result, he arranged for the matter to be investigated by the 

police on the twenty-third of March. On the assigned day, he 
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and the police met with the residents at the cattle kraal: 

"Several came and were pic1<:ing out their cattle. Wtdle doing 
so, a large number of natives collected, all armed with 
sticks. Whilst the men were in the kraal, numbers six and 
seven accused (Paul Motsoake and Dunjwa) made a speech to 
the natives, th~ consequence of which was apparently that 
cattle were taken. On account of their threatening attitude 
I decided to leave the matter in abeyance."(Sl) 

The police decided to return at eleven 0' clock that morning 

and, as per routine, made an inspection visit to the local 

butcher: 

"Three of the accused tLen entered the s1'1oD, one of them 
spoke to Shabalala (the ~utcher) in Sesuto and .Detecti ve 
Calder said to him, l!This is not your business, go outside." 
Calder referring to trle two others, said "These are the two 
who obstructed me tbis morning. They should be arrested." 
When Calder told certain natives that they could consider 
themselves under arrest they took up a defiant a~titude and 
walked on. Calder got hold of one of them and Clark another. 
Cae showed fight and tackled Calder, yet anot~er came up 
a~med with a stick. One of the boys clung to a verandah 
post and would nut go with Clark. While witness was :Looking 
on three of t~e accused beat him on the head with ~eavy 
sticks ... witness-heard the two accused say in Zulu ilKill 
hi mil ... " ( S2 ) 

Ot' the following day the location people barricadeo the location 

and permitted no one to leave. Those who attempted to board 

trains were forcibly removed and brought back. Police 

surrounded the location and the place ~!resembled a very martial 

s~ene", commented the Star. S3 By nightfall. however, the 

excitement abated and people were permitted to ~nter and leave. 

Within a few days, the lice had arrested the 'ringleaders' and 

court proceed~~1gs were instituted against tbem. The magistrate 

found that, although the police had acted wrongfully in taking 

posseSSion of the cattle, the people had also acted indefens5bly 

by retaliating.
84 

The offenders were sentenced to a number of 

years' imprisonment. The sentences provoked large-scale 

reaction: 

"In several locations the people came together and prayer 
meetings were the order of the day, collecting funds for 
those arrested by the police, Until a few days ago prayer 
meetings commenced as early as four a.m. and at midnight the 
wails "lere sttll heard.H(SS) 
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In a manner cOnsistent with past performances, the TNC again 

stepped in and commandeered the unrest. The organisation held 

Several meetings at Nancefield (adjacent to Klipspruit) and 

Klipspruit. Early in May, the TNC attracted two hundred people 

to a meeting. Three major resolutions were pasiedat this 

meeting: 

(i) A resolution of protest against the treatment meted out to 

African prisoners in the Johannesburg goal. 

(ii) A resolution that delegates at the Queenstown conference 

of the Congress lay before the Government details of their 

complaints. 

(iii) A resolution that Congress be moved to request the 

authorities to allow depositions to be taken from prisoners still 
86 undergoing sentence touching the matter. 

The court trial established that the immediate cause of the 

dis turbance iflaS tbe 9.cti on of the poli ce in i n'Lc"fering ~'.'i th the 

inhabitants' stock. However, many other paints of con~roversy 
emerged as welL Le Roux, the rent collector i,n the location, 

averred tha t the atti tude of James the superintendent was 

responsible.for the trouble in the village. He revealed that 

dUJ.'ing the thre'e or four years before the incident considerable 

friction and a deterioration of relationships had taken place in 

the location. Grave reports, said Le Roux, could be made of 

James' administration of thevillage. 87 In addition, people 

submitting evidence to the commis~ion of enquiry into the 
location not only confirmed Le RaUX's allegations against James, 

but spoke also of tne deplorable location conditions. Sibiya, 
one of the loection's elders, said that 

'"The first sore point is that we are sold like animals by the 
Government ... lf they had a good superintendent they lived 
well, otherwis'e not. Their cattle were impoiJ.nded. For Olle 
head of cattle they paid 7s. Their cattle had no right to 
graze or water anywhere ... we worl{ for five or six years ... to 
get £100. Sometimes we build a house on municipal ground, 
Which, without a magistrates order is taken away for £5. We 
have come to work and we wish to pay for the stand, so as to 
leave it to our c!:lildren." 

The municipal houses were too small, there were no wash houses 
and no street lights. liThe main thing was their mode of livingJ 

which allow2d police to attend the location and Mr James was only 
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fair to his friends and took their pigs as in the days of 
Chaka. ,,88 

Generally, the people complained that, under James' direction, 

police raided their homes at night and kicked down their doors. 

They mentioned the unhealthy conditions in the location 

frequently as a Grievance pOint: the water supply and medical 

services were totally inadequate. They complained that the 

sewerage farm polluted their drinking water and that the Rand 

Water Board occasionally cut off their supplies, which forced 

them to draw their supplies from the watercourses. A Dr J H 

Grogham reported in confirmation that deaths due to chest and 

f . t'" 1 t' 8q bowel ailments were requent In 118 oca Ion. ~ 

74 

James, in his defence, claimed that he .had not experienced 

hostility in the location until the government began recruiting 

volunteers for. the War effort in Europe. As part of his defence 

James stated tliat he 11 ••• had reason to round up natives ~'T:"l0 

wOl~ld not work. he als 0 rounded up na ti ve women who o~cupi ed 

themselves in liquor selling. The natives resented this." 90 

,James I actions no douqt caused a great deal of unhc~ppiness in 

the location. More=ver, he acted arbitrarily in his dealing 

with people in the location. People claimed that he patrolled 

the location with a loaded revolver at night and had assaulted 
an old man. 91 ,92 

As a result of the criticism poured upon James. he was relieved 

of his job and post~d to another section of the Native Affairs 

Depaltment. :V;')re notewortLily, the Town Council suddenly 

earmc::;.'ked funds for expansion and improvement of housing 
facilities in Klipspruit. In addition, 

"The Parks and Estates CO:11mittee recommend to the Town Council 
that the natives at Klipsprult location be permitted to elect 
an advisory board of eight members: that the voter's at such 
an election be resistered renters, that such Advisory Boards 
have no executive power whatsoever ... that the officer in 
charge of the loc·ation act as chairman at all meetings of 
the Advisory Board, that the native members of the Advisory 
Board be paid £6 per annum."(93) 
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the masses was important and essential. 

THE 1920 AFRICAN fllINERS I STRIKE 

The strike of 1920 was the culmination of three years of crisis

ridden class struggle in Johannesburg. Never before in South 
J Africa had the ruling class (in the form o~ government authority 

and employers) been forced to contend with such vociferous 

opposition from the emerging urban workforce. They had to beat 

strategical retreats bnd resort to violent methods of 

discourag2ment to put down repeated waves of protest. And now, 

in 1920, black workers threatened the nation's economic life

blood, the mines. During the unrest which had seethed and 

abated on the Rand during the preceding three years, the 'mining 

lords' breathed very uneasily. When the Pass disturbances had 

broken out, they assembled the most impressive array of tribal 

chiefs yet seen on the Rand, e~pressly to warn their subjects to 
. d f t t' . I...J,.. t" 1 100 I Ja a 19""'0 aVOl con ron a lons Wl~" DelI' emp ayers. n nu ry ~, 

the me:':lory of this visi t meant nothing to the mineworkers; they 

implac~bly opposed tr.eir employers in their demands for higher 

wages. 

On the mines! a feeling of unrest had al't'eady become apparent in 

the closing weeks of 1919. 'In December 1919, over four Lundred 

miners at the Rose Deep and Simmer and Jack Mines had walked 

through the gates of their compounds without permissiori, with 

the intention of marching on Johannesburg. What they intei:ded 

to do when they reached Johannesburg is not clear. Within a fe~ 
weeks, the workers at ~night Central Gold Mines attempted to do 
the same t,hi ng. 101 The Daily r·:::ti 1 compl$3i ned that they heard a 

great deal of excited talk "but the natives would not declare the 

nature of thoir grieVances. nl02 

In the town of ,;ohar.nesburg, remnants of the shilling campaign 

burst forth sporadically. A strike fbI' wage increases broke out 

a t the Rai lways and harbours Depot in the to\'.;r~ J whi ch took the 
Railway Administration ~y surpris~.103 On the mines the workers 

started a fresh wave of boycotts of the concession stores. The 
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African workers protested vigorously against the increase in 

price of certain articles. In the vicinity of the Simmer and 
104 Jack Mine they even thr2atened to burn a shop down. The 

Rose Deep Mine concession stores experienced similar 

trouble. 
105 . 

With this mood of discontent abroad, the strike on the mines 

erupted and spread very rapidly. The first signs of striking 

appeared at the Wits Deep Mines where a "number of boys struck 
for an extra 3d pe~ d~y and got it ... ": the mine owners were 

anxious t~ avoid trouble likely to cause stoppages. 106 On the 

seventeenth of February their example provided the cue for the 

workers on the Cason Mine, who refused to go on shift. 

Newspaper reports spoke of tensions developing on other mines. 

liOn the Nourse Mine ... it waf" stated that there was uneasiness 
·among the native labourers ::ind that they had made _ .' 
'repr~sentations to the management urging that they could not 
come out on present pay and suggested an increase of 3d per 

. da:;. II ( 107 ) 

~he report said that a careful enquiry had revealed the existence 

of widespread ferment along the East Rand, II partly caused, it is 
b(dieved, by native agitato;:s, who are believed to be Transvaal 

Basutos."108 At the Cason Mine, the authorities offered the 

workers an increase of two pence a day which they accepted, and 

after which they returned to their' posts , 109 In the meanwhile, 

the workers at the Geldenhuis Deep and New Heriot Mines, prompted 
by the successful strikes of their colleagues at Cason and ~it~ 

"0 Deep, downed tools and dem~nded that their wages be increased. -- ... 
/ 

/ 

These demands came in the wake of wage ~ncreases which the gold 
mines were said to have made in January cf that year. Trle 

Chamber of Mines said t:-la tit had "authorised a bonus of 5s per 
month to all underground natives who had completed one hundred 
and eighty shifts on a mine."lll In addition, wages had been 

increased by two to three pence per sr.lft undel-ground and two 
shillings per shift above ground. 

!lIn addition to the above, sums of money were set aside on 
each mine to reward especially efficient natives ... It must 

. be remembered that a large proportion of the natives are 

L 
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In the second week of the strike, a see-saw tendency emerged in 

the rhythm and emergence of strikes. 121 The Rand Daily Mail 

reported that, 'while work resumed at four mines, work stoppages 

had taken place at four mines and apart of another. The whole 

of the ERPM Estate llad gone back to work and at Ci ty Deep "wi th 

po1ice ... providing strong moral effect 3 000 out of 4 500 went 
122 back." Troubla spread to other mines on the Far East Rand 

,(Springs and Benoni), though. The Modder B and the state Mines 

soon fell victim to the strike and it was antLcipated that 

80 

Gedu1d and Modder East and Randfontein would soon follow suit. 123 

Later in the week" the trouble emerged on the West Rand. Almost 

the whole of the Near East Rand had, however, returned to work. 

In the central Rand, only City Deep was still out. Similarly, 

apart from Modder B, all the mines had returned to normal 
conditions on the Far East Rand. 124 Taken as a who1~, the 

situation had eased somewhat since the first strike took place. 

The n1:mber of strikers had fallen to 34 000. 125 

In the meanwhile a state of tension between workers and employers 

had developed in the city. The sanitary workers at the municipal 
126 compound went on strike. The tension was also fed by threatening 

ge~tures from the Congress movement. They warned that if the 
Government fail~d to respond to their request for the formation 

of a board to consider the whole question of the African and his 
condition on the Rand, they would not be able to contain 

127 pressures for a large strike. In reaction to these developments 
the Manufacturers' Association recommended to their members that 

they pay their workers a twenty-five per cent ~~crease on their 
existing wages; the Builders' Association also recommended a 

minimllm wage 02 eighteen shillings to their memhers. 128 Other 
emp1yers, however, deliberately ignored the demand. 129 

In the event the Congress' threatened strike failed to emerge, 

largely because the movement had failed to bring any organisation 
to their rhetoric; where workers refused to obey their employers 

th~ were charged with breaking their contracts and for conspiring 
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superiority of the state and the mining authorities through their 

ability to commandeer police resources and so on. In the light 

of these two enervating factors. two related observations can be 

made: 

(i) despite an appearance of organisation (for after all some 

rudimentary form of organisation must have existed to have 

communicated news of .the strike so quickly), hardly any mention 

was made of the presence of a group of leaders in newspapers 

or police reports. and 

(ii) the strike was ably monitored by the police force right from 
1-"-

the start. )0 

However, despite the strike's failure, the reaction of the working 

class was impressive. Although the largest number of men out at 

one time was 42 000. a total of 71 000 workers had taken part in the 

strike. 137 Such mass co-oQeratio"n signalled an important 

development within the African working class. The working class 

had begun to transfer its attacks from machinery to the class and 

society which legally owned anti utilised these machin~s. The 

Chamber of rJIines had warned the Government that II the nati ve is 

~
ladvancing more rapidlY than lt/e had anticipated, and that we should 

take measures accordingly ... at no distant date furt0er attempts 
. will be made to· organise s tri kes among na ti ves. ,,138 The Chamber 

of Mines recommended therefore, that the force of mounted police 

stationed on the Rand be strengthened to guard the lives and the 
property of the Europeans. 139 In addition, e~ployers exercised 

more stri !"lgent control on their compounds, and in several places 

attempted to zeal them off. 

The troubles on the Rand had not yet, however, exhausted their 

fervour. Tail-end flare-ups occurred in the bpginning of March 

and again in the middle of July. Domestic workers, or ~ouseboysl 

held a meeting at Vrededorp on the twenty-ninth of February 
where they indicated their preparedness to strike for higher 

wages ,140 However, the TNC leadershtp suggested to them that they 

should wait for information from the Governmerit on the question 
of a Wages Board. This reply displeased the crowd intensely. 
It became clearly evident "that there was a strong element of 
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hostility towards the representatives of the TNC who were the 

speakers. This being so, the leaders had to close the meeting ... 

A suggestion that all Africans should join the Native Congress 

and pay two shillings and sixpence subscriptions was met with 

opposition ... this was the end of the meeting ... " 141 The enraged 

crowd then streamed off excitedly, and en route to the Malay 

Location, encountered the police, whom they stoned. 

One~other event occurred late in July. The African workers 

employed in the Gas and Electricity Supply Department of the 
142 Johannesburg Municipality began agitatjng for a wage increase. 

When it became evident that the Town Council was not gOing to 

give the increase, workers left the service in large numbers. 

The Council fel t·· that the si tua ti on bad become desperate because 

"it got the very worst boys ... During the last few weeks 
. -- these boys have been holding meetings to discuss the 

situation and have repeatedly asked what the Counctl's 
decision on this r:-:atter (of ~ wage increase) was."(143) 

The solution, the Council decided, was to give the workers an 

increase. 

This event closed the period of high protest on the Rand. In 

the following period, increased measures, proceedinD from an 

awareness of the danger which the politicisation of the African 

workers held, were taken by the bourgeoisie, bnth within 

government and liberal circles. 

CONCLUSIOi..[ 

In summing up the 1917-1920 historical period, one can conclude 

that the bonds between capital and labour had become intensely 

antagonistic. The even'l,S which we have examined indicated that 

the workers had taken up positions of hostility ~o the 

bourgeoisie and the representatives of capital. Never before 

had the authorities and tlle employing class been confronted so 

boldly by the working class. It is because of this new 

dimension of confrbntation that we can conclude that a crisis. 
emerged in class relations in South Africa, 
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It is true that the objectives of the working class were 

limited, that they exhibited a 'trade-union' form of 

consciousness, i.e. where thelr organic awareness grew to a 

limited ceiling only. This consciousness encom2assed a desire 

for reform of worki conditions but could not perceive of a 

lChange in the structure of society. The working class had 

arrived at the position where it was a class-in-itself; out of 

economic necessity it had become a'class as distinct from a 
class of capitalists.~44 

Although the experience of 1917-1920 bcought a wealth of 

expeL'ience to the working class and the African communi ty as a 

whole, the balance of forces had moved over more strongly in the 

favour of the authorities and the bourgeoisie. The ruling class 

pad gained a decisive victory over the workers. Their 

superiority over the workers and the masses was far toe great; 

they commanded resources in the £0lice force and the legislative 

powers capable of wreaking divisive damage within the working 

class; they Imd the assistance of the rising African petty 

bourgeoisie which disseminated its class ideology within the 

working class; and. finally, they had an advantage in that the 

working class did not have the experience, nor had i~ had time 

to provide and develop leadership from below. All these factors 

within an economy where the worker, ab initio, proceeded from a 

position of dependence on wage labour, and thereby on the 

capitalists, enhanced the power of the capitali~ts. In addition, 

these factors reinforced each other. The deliberate 
disorganisation which tile state brought to bear upon the working 

class, first emerging in the '3ucket' strike and culminating in 

the determined assault cn the 1920 striking mineworkers,found 

its perfect complement in the dominance which th~ petty 

bourgeois leaders of the TNC attemptea to achieve within the 

working class. Both factors, especially the latter, in 

(i) appropriating and muting working class protest for its own 

purposes, and 

(ii) acting in a politically ambivalent manner as determined by 

its own interests, 
thoroughly weakened the position of the working class. These 

84 
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factors emphasised the crisis due to lack of leadership in the 

working class. 
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Finally. the single most importaht point of this chapter. which 
bears repeating. is that the authorities had succeeded in 

defusing the militance of the working class. In so doing, they 

terminated the crisis between the antagonistic classes and 

cleared the platform for the rising petty bourgeoisie. While 
the state held no distinct attitude towards this petty 

bourgeoisie, and may even have acted against jt on occasion. a 

more favourable attitude emerged in the next period. In the 

next chapter \'lIe shall examine this development; we shall examine 

how the state and the bourgeoisie. especially the liberals 

representing the interests of mining capital, attempted to co

opt this petty bourgeoisie in an attempt to pre-empt and defuse 

working class protest. 
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11 ••• the remedy is not ripe yet. The black workers 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
"WE RESPECTFULLY SUBMIT" 

"In 1920 the immediate causes of unrest were starvation, 
low wages and the high price of life's necessaries ... 
The causes of the trouble therefore were real, but have 
since been mitigated ... Grievances of another t e have 
now come to the surface (own emphasis , the two chief 
of which are the land question and the salaries of 
Native school teachers."(l) 
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African worker protest had reacted a high point during 1917 to 

1920. By contrast, the period 192j to 1925 was markedly 

tranquil. This chapter looks at such 'protest' as did arise 

during this period; iL intends to argue that conditions had 

changed in the African community and that the new channels and 

institutions which came into existence stemmed from the 

threatening unrest of the previous Eeriod. Another objective 

of this chapter is to posit that the methods of consultation 

and representation designed by the state for the African 

community created stru0tures of cO-OQtation and gave 

precedence to the African elite. however, in concluding this 

chapter, we will argue that, even though this era could be 

described as having been the era of the African elice, the 

position of this class remained ambiguous. 

One important feature of African protest duri~g this period is 

the virtual absence of worker action. Statist~cs for the six

year per~od between 1921 and 1926 indicate that during this 

entire period only sev~n hundred 'non-European' people resorted. 

to industriai action. 2 Only one incidence of mass pretest 

occurred in this period. Th~protest took place in 19?1 when 

. dissatisfied Africans mildly voiced their unhap~iness with the 

Poll Tax system. 3 For the rest, the only protest of any kind 

came from the highly articulate African elite. 

Our argument in this chapter proceeds from the fact that 

conditions had cha.nged since after the War. Most importantly,· 

the cost of living had fallen, and removed the inflationary 

conditions of tbe previous era. From its apex of one hundred· 
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and forty-four in 1920, retail prices in Johannesburg fell to 

one hundred and five comma nine in 1923. 4 In addition, housing 

conditions in the city were improving. The Town Council was 

devoting more money and attention to the problem and, arising 

out of this, Western Native Township had been constructed in 

1920. ThIs action and the promise of further measures 

definitely presented a different prospect for the housing 

situation. 5 In the light of this, while conditions had not 

improved dramatically. it is our suggestion that the entire 

crisis element had been removed from the situ~tion in which 

Africans found themselves, and thus critically influenced 
wort: ing class propensi ty to engage in indus trial BC ti on. 

While African protest had diminished drastically, 'white' 

protest reached fever pitch during this period. It is not 

within the s60pe of otit work to Examine this contrast; it needs 

to be said, however, that 'white' protest played a crucial role 

in determining the nature of tbe Government and the legislation 

of the period. Briefly, the Rand Revolt of 1922 pre~ipitated 

the Industrial Conciliation Act whi~h severely proscribed . 

worker action and excluded Africans from bargaining procedures, 

it caused the defeat of t~e South African Party at r,he 1924 

elections and, most important (not for our purposes, though), 

its failure endowed capital with the ability to move into a 

higher phase of capitalism. 6 A number of reflections. about the 

importance of these events pivoted around the Rand Revolt are 

in order~ The polttical changes wbich took place as a result 

of the Revolt caused a realignment of forces, hringing national 

capital and 'white' workers together, which, wnile it dj.d not 
affect the basic policy towards Africans, held implications for 

the status of the African elite; the Industrial Conciliation 

Act, in being defined in such a way tnat Africans were excluded 

from the definition of 'employee', constituted an attempt at 
maintaining dis organIsing procedures brought to ~ear on the 

African working class. 7 

\ 

The rest of this chapter is an examination of the evolution of 
\ 

government policies with regard to the African community, 
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The 1920 Native Affairs Bill was the introductory bill, 

preceding, but also laying the basis for, a whole battery of 

African legislation specifically aimed at makirlg relations 

between Africans and 'whites' more tractable. The 1923 Native 

(Urban Areas) Act, which we consider in this chapter, was a 

direct product of the aims of the 1920 Act. 

The Native Affairs Bill of 1920 thus set out to address the 

specific needs of t~e 'Native Policy' as they were perceived 

by the state in 1920. Three major innovatior.s were made to 

'native policy'. The first 

"was to constitute a commission which would consist of 
experts, people who coula give all their time and all their 
attention to the consideration and study of the question 
which circled round this problem They must try not only 
to frame a policy that was right, but they must try to 
make the native realise that it was right (own 
emphasis)."(14) 

The commission, constituted on a standing basis, would, after 

consultation with Africans, inv0stigate questions of education 

and territorial segregation, and also the question cf 

urbanisation (hence the Native (urban Areas) Act of 1923). The 

second innovation involved the devolution of certain aspects of 

'native local government'to Local Councils. 

"These Local Councils would give the native a training in 
local self-government. It was no use talking about 
political rights at large unless they had a foundation on 
which to work.n(lS) 

The final innovation introduced by Smuts envisaged the 

establi~hrnent of an annual conference wher~ Africans could 

discuss pending regulations with the government .. Smuts argued 

that 

"They should avail themselves more in South Africa of that 
machinery than anywhere else, and keep in touch v.;j th the 
natives by explaining the various steps to be taken of an 
important nature ... "(16) 

The responses of the elite Africans to the Bill were significant. 

Pelem, President of the Bantu Union, and Tengo Jabavu claimed 

that 'the principle' of the Bill had been accepted by the 

African and was in no danger. Mahabane, President of the Cape 

Province Natlve Congress, on the other hand, felt that the Bill 

---·--··---~·I --- - "-.--'-~' 
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"involved and perpetuated the "objectionable principle of the 

political segregation of the Bantu races and their exclusion 
,,17 from the political rights of the country. However, even 

Mahabane agreed with the others that the Bill was a step in the 

right direction "Yes, I agree that it (the Bill ) is a step 

in the right direction ... as an instrument of government for the 

natives, it is undoubtedly a ~tep in the rightdirection. n18 

DDT Jabavu saw the Act in broader terms: 

"on the one hand Cabinet Ministers refer to it (the -. 
Commission set up under' the Act) all perplexing questions 
of legislation when faced by awkward questions in 
parliament, while on the other hand the Native people 
utilise it as a tribunal before which to voice their 
grievances at length, thus obtaining the satisfaction 
of having their affairs seriously considered. For one 
party it is a convenient refuge, for the other a useful 
safety valve for letting off steam."(19) 

One can argue t.haf the African eli te looked fen" signals of 

encouragement in the Act. It cG~sidered its own position a 

precarious one since it felt that 

"the better educated Natives cannot be neglected in 
~egislative affairs by reason of their small percentage 
compared with the masses. If they are allowed to become 
d isaffec ted t:ueir influence 1,.-;111 reac t i nj urious 1 y to 
the country."(20) 

The Act, hOl-Jever, addressed itself to the 'native problem' in 

general, rather than to the specific prQblem of the elite. 

This notwithstanding, the manne~ in which the Act operated 

elevated the significance of the African elite. The 

innQvatinns which the Act brought to 'native policy' hinged on 

the existence of an eGucatedelite; since onlv the elite with . .. 
a modicum of education could act in an advisory capacity to the 

Government, and only an elite dould really gain access to the 

Local Councils. Selby MSimang recognised this and hailed the 

advantages to be gained from the Lo~~l Councils since they 
, 21 

would be led by the 'advanced' group. 

The Liberal component of SQuth'African 'White' politics placed 

far more store on the c'ruciai role played by the eli te African 

in the political and ide~logical process. Whereas the state 

simply perceived the 'native policy' to be in need of 

\ . 
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restructuring to permit closer consultation with the African 

community, the 'liberals' spelt out how the African community 

should be administered to reproduce the social system. They 

saw the Reserves playing an important conservation role; " ... of 

necessity the principal sphere for the natives in the country 

was as agricuturalists ... (tl1ey should) produce(d) food ... 

sufficient in respect of their own requirements." 22 However, 

since congestion in the Reserves was creating a problem, the 

urban areas were crl..',cial in "aiding the natives in the great 

transition from agricultural and pastoralpui.~SUits.,,23 
Henderson, foremost among the Liberals, argued that 

"the extent to which the native in South AfriOa could be 
employed in industrial undertakings was still only 
partially tested. ,.(Industrialists) could and should 
develop manufactu'ringon a great scale in keeping wl th 
its great powers of production of raw materials, and in 
keeping also wi th the cf)mpara ti vely low cos t of labour 
at its com:TIand. II (24) , 

Finally, he argued for a special place in the whole 

configuration for the class of d~ctors, teachers, ministers 

and so on. While he considered it a 

"specula ti ve question r.ow far the na ti ve was capable of 
contributing to the thought of the countY'Y or its 
scientific advancements ... (yet) whether his hearers would 
smile at it or not, he would say that he had kilown native 
men whose p"esence in the highest legislative bodies 
of the land would have been a benefit not only to the 
nattve people but to the whole state ... "(25) 

This kind of talk suited the aspirations of the elite A7rlcan 

comfortably, for, as Jabavu said to the Natal Missionary 

Confere~ce in 1920, the cure for South Africa's problems lay 
"in our being able to produce well educated Native leaders 
trained in a favo~rable atmosphere~ who w~ll be endowed. 
with commonsense, cool heads~ with a sen5~ of 
responsibility, endurance and correct perspectiv~ in all 
things ... Why not &;i ve us a chance to rise accordlng' to our 
ability and professional qualificat~ons?"(26) 

The Liberals took tos1tive steps to realise their objectives 

for African policy. Whtle they considered the Native Affairs 
Act a .11 .... velcome Sign that the Government at last recognises the 

need for the organised study of the many phases of native life" 

they felt it urgent that 'native policy' go deeper.
27 

This 

'deepening' of 'native policy' emphasised the establishment of 
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an "African elite that could divert radical African sentiments 
,,?8 h t 1" < into more moderate channels. - Were governmen po lCY 

differed from their own, they assiduously stressed this point 

and canvassed wi ttl varying degrees of success for t.lle needs of 

the African elite to be accommodated. One clear example of a 

success was their persuasion of Hertzog to stall implementation 

~ of the law intending to apply Pass regulations to African 

J women and another oC'clftrred when they persuaded the Government 

to reconsider its attitude to the leU (which by then had become 

moderate). 

TOHards their' obj ecti ves they ins ti tuted a new Afri can· 

newspaper, Umteleli waBantu. It was established because "no 

newspaper seemed able to deal adequately with (native questions) 

from an unbiased standpOint, and with the necessary breadth of 

knowledge of affairs obtained from like circumstances in other 

lands. ,,29 The Chambe~ of Mines sponsored the newsp~e:r in a 

deliberate effort to ward off the influence of the SANNC Abantu 

Ba tho wlli cr. took a more radical 1 ine (the newspaper was 

controlled by the more radical wing of the movement).30 Their 

second important undertakingvvas also inspired by Henderson~ who 

mooted the idea of establishing/reviving a 'native affairs' 

society.31 He felt that such a body held crucial Significance 

because "they (the Liberals) had often before failed in 

approaching the government ,because those concerned about native 
matters had no unity of action and did not go determined to get 
an issu~."32 This idea grew in Significance when Dr JK Aggrey 

and the Phelps-Stokes Commission sponsored by the Rockerfeller 

F6undat10n visited South Airica in 1921.33 Aggrey th0ught that 
the need for establtsh:;'ng conciliation groups between lwLites' 

and Africans, such as existed in the Southern States in the 

United States of America, was great. As a result, the Joint 

Councils (J0) movement was established in 1921. The first 

Joint Council to come into being, and certainly also one of the 

most important, was based in Johannesbul"g. It attracted the 

TNC, the Mine Clerks' Association.·and the Native Teachers' 

Association on the African side, and prominent 'White' 

individuals such as Howard Pim, Rheinallt-Jon~s and JH Hofmeyr, 
among others. 
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The JC movement quickly established an identity for itself. 

From its inception, it championed the cause of the 'trained' 

and the 'educated' African. In keeping with the idea of 

sponsoring a buffer group it released the following statement: 

"It is these two sections of the 'educated' and 'trained' 
natives who feel the injustice of the 's6-called colour-

. bar', and their feelinFs towards the European population 
and the Government of South Africa will certainly have 
great influence in deciding the future attitude of the 
huge and untrai~ed and uneducated mass of the 
population '(own emphasis).11 (34) 

Although this outlook (of the I.iiJeraJs and the JC) regarding' 

tbe elite Africans coincided with that of the SANNC movement, 

the Joint Councils pursued~the1r goals far more consistently. 

They manifested fewer of the characteristics of political 

vacillation and ambivalence which were part of the makeup of 

the SANNC. 35 This could in part be explained by the 

participation of representatives of the Chamber of Mines, such 

as Rbeinhallt-Jones and Howard fim, who had no need of mas~ 
support to legitimise their v~ews.36 

The first issue in which 'the JC took a stand was that of wages 
77 -

and qompound conditions./ I A clear impression emerged from 

the JC representations that it felt that only educated Africans 

were sensitive to the colour bar. 38 It drew a sharp distinction 

between trained and untrained Africans, arguing that the colour
bar inhibited the progress of the former: 

~ITbe I~olour-bar ... prevents the employment of na ti ves on much 
skilled and semi-skilled work ... and it is impossible to 
estimate the loss tr.at South Africa has su~tained throughout 
its development during the last fifty years owing to the 
non-selection of native labour, and to the obstacl~s thereuy 
placed in the way of the advancement of capable nctives. II (39) 

Similarly, the JC made ministrations to the Pass Law Committee 
on behalf of the educated African. It recommended that the Pass 

Law be repealed and that a system of registration certificates 

be used. It also recommended that the following groups be 
granted exemption from the Law: 

(a) those bearing letters of exemption 
(b) registered voters in the Cape Province 

'. 
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(c) Africans standard five or i valent 

(d) chiefs and 

(e) skilled persons exercising such 
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of the African population as its principal concern. A primary 
goal of the Bill and, later, the Act, as it w~s promulgated, 

was to achieve better "control of contracts of service with 

natives in certain areas and the regulation of the ingress of 

natives into ahd their residence in such areas.,,43 In its aim 

to secure control of the labour force, the Bill had an 

ideological motive. The ideological nature of the Bill emerged 

in a speech given by Smuts: 

. liThe whole idea in a proclaimed area vias to keep a watcr..fu1 

\ 

eye on the population as a whole ... un1ess they took special 
~. precautions and exerted special control, the si tua tion must 

get out of hand. (You need) praccica11y every man to be 
. identifiable so that you may know where you are ... 1I (44) 

These concerns bypassed the African elite and the JOint Council. 

They had expressed their sC;.'~isfaction wi th'the Bill: "That tr.,.e 

principle of the Bill be accepted as fair and a reaso~~b1e 

attempt to improve conditions obtaining in the 10cations. n45 

They took strong exception, however, to clauses in the Bill 

which limited freehold tenure, the sale of Kaffir b8er, and the 

suggestion contained in the Bill that municipalities take 

cont~ol of leaSing andccinducting businesses in the 10cations. 46 

The issue of freehold tenure bOthered the African 21ite 

intensely and frequently surfaced as a grievance in reported 

newspaper artic1es. 47 As far as the sale of 'kaffir-beer' 

was concerned, existing arrangements seemed to suit the African 

elite. JC Ncayo wrote to the Rand Daily Mail 3tating that 

!lIn all locations We have well-to-do nativ,,:,s, and a 
considerable number of them ... are quit~ respe0tab1e 
and men to whom the municipality might well entrust the 
privilege of conducting such canteens (beer-canteens).1I(48) 

In fact, these canteens, as the shebeens were euphemistically 

called, were al'ready under the control of the African eli te. 
At Alexandra Town a Vigilance Committee appointed to eradicate 

the trade was discovered to be actively involved in selling 
illicit 1iquor. 49 The Afriean elite thus reacted strongly to 

attempts aimed at undermining their position. They issued a 

statement of protest which recommended that 

c 
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lIevery endeavour be made to get sub-sections ... struck off 
(which infringe on nattve rigbts) ... It is felt that the 
native should be at liberty to buy, lease or hire the 
trading sites and that they alone should have the right to 
trade within their own areas in any manner whatsoever .,. 
and should the trading sites thus set aside be insuffiojent, 
people should be allowed to trade on their own stands (50) 

Rich argues that the liberals had indeed made an impression on 

Smuts and the Government. 5l Loram and Roberts, as associates of 

the JC movement and also as members of the Native Affairs 

Commission were crucially placed in a positicn able to influence 

the direc ti on \,1 hi ch the Bt 11 would. t&l{"e. It had seemed earli er 

thRt Smuts had yielded to the JC and the African elite. His 

speech to Parliament during the second reading of the Bill 

appears to confirm this. 

"Members would see that the Bill made provision fo~ ... a 
'native village', a place set aside where the better class 
native could live! the educG..ted native who l'.ad raised 
himself ....... to the scale of civilisation, and it was 
not fair-'toask that man to live in among the r~st of his 
people who were still in a semi-barbarous state. (~ear, 
hear). In the native villages there would be better houses, 
and very large arrangements would be made tr"at the natives 
would acquire their own plot of ground in the village, 
and put up their own houses."(52) 

However, a liberal construction of the Bill collided sharply 

wi th other 1 whi te' interes ts j -and as a resul t the liberals had 
to gi~e way in their demands for the African elite. Freehold 

tenure for Africans gravely offended the combined interests of 
capital and the 'whit::' working class who saw their "postion 

as tr1reatened by the black urban influx. ,,53 !'-'iC Nicolson, a 

member of the Transvaal Municipal Association echoed the 

sentiments of his colleagues when he satd that 

"One can ea~ily imagine, ..... a native village being 
established on tl"ie outskirts of a town and ostensibly at 
the commencement for workers of that town only, but in the 
course of time the inhabitants far outnumbering those of 
the town itself and demanding an outlet for their activity, 
thereby competing \liith the town's inhabitants in every sort 
of bUSiness, trade and oC'Jupation."(54) 
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As Feetham, a member of the Select Committee appointed to review 

the Urban Areas Bill said; 

"It would have been of no use trying to satisfy native 
sentiment in favour of ownership. e' at tbe cost of 
exacting antagonism of municipal authorities and making 
the bill unworkable. It (55) , 

The Native (Urban Areas) Act in its fj,nal form was thus a great 

disapPointment to the African elite. The African National 

Congress (ANC. The SANNC became the ANC in 1923) saw the Act 

II as a direct challenge to the loyalty of the Bantu and an 

insult of the most provocative character to the sense of 
r.:6 

fairness of the Bantu."..:' An ANC deputation expressed its 

dissatisfaction to Smuts who defended the abandonment of 

freehold on the strength of the 'success' of the Bloemfontein 

location where, although no freehold tenure existed, the most 

orderly and 'best run' conditions eXisted. 57 

This disappointment caueed the A~rican elite to come out 

somewha t more strongly than it hact done before. It at tacked 

'segregation' as the caU3e for its disappointment and used 

every available platform to voice its unhappiness. In contrast 

tu earlier statements wher~ the Bill had been descrlbed as 

"very encouraging ... They (the Africans) have to live up to 

that test in order to reach the highest pinnacle of their 

ambition ... ", later remarks expressed totally contradictory 

sentiments. At a special meeting of thE ANC, the membership 
expressea, no confidence in Smuts and "felt that the time has 

come when the Bantu people should consider the advisability of 
supporting a republican form of government for thts country.58 

These rumblings of dissatisfaction repeated themselves at the 
I 

large inter-racial conferences held ~.n J ohannesLurg and Pretoria 

in 1923. The Pretoria Conference was organised under the 

provisions of the Native Affairs Act of 1920, while the 
Johannesburg Conference was sponsored by the Dutch Reformed 

Church. The Dutch Reformed Conference, whi ch the ,TC 

movement actively supported, conveyed the frustrations of the 

African middle class more clearly than did the Government 

c 
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Conference. JC Africans who took part in the conference, along 

with 'white' members of the movement, moved resolutions pressing 

for immediate reform. They wanted reform in education, 

leaseholding (if they could not be allowed ownership they felt 

that every local authority should at least permit generous 

leasehOlding terms), and the confusing Land Acts where generally 

Africans throughout South Africa were inadequately provided 
for; they also exprpssed 

(i). their mistrust of a concept of segregation which sought 

total division of South Africa and 

(ii) their desire to participate in ~ dispensation where they 

could administer themselves. 59 

The government conferences for 1924 and 1925 expanded and were 

more meaningful for the Afri~an elite. 60 African representation 

in these conferences increased. The agenda of these conferences 

,remained the same;year after year the issues of the franchise, 

pass exemptions and so on were aired. A tradition was set for 

'black/white' relations in the pre World War Two era; where 

the general tone was that of cautious supplic~tjon on the part 

of the African elite. 6l Obviously exceptions confounded the 

general rule. HO\<Jever., tl!ese exceptions. such as Gumede in 

1927 and Kadalie at unpredictable moments throughout the 

twenties, were all absorbed into the elite' fold or changed in 

some way or other. 

In conclusion, the 1921 to 1925 period was theoretically a 

period of ~dvance for the African middle class. The emergence 

of the Joint Council movement was an unambiguous statement of 
the ideological and political importance of the Africal1 elite 

for some sectors of the bourgeoisie. This feeling even 

penetrated Government ci rc les and go',.;ernment 1 egis lat ion. The 

reality of the South African Situation, however, prevented this 

sentiment from being realised, As we saw above, it c 11cted 

with the interests of the local capital and the white worki 

class. These groups certainly held far more influence in 

determining the ability of the social and economic systems to 

reproduce themselves. Thus while the situation held more 
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promise for the African middle class than before 1921, the 

class remained in an ambiguous situation. None of its major 

demands w~s met. Certainly, peripheral grievances were attended 

to and the JC movement held the respect of the various 

Governments, but these were only strategic concessions rather 

than crucial reforms. However, it is important that we 
recognise that a structural basis for co-optation of the 

African elite had bS2n laid down. On the other hand it was 

clear that their demands could not be accommodated during this 

time; yet on the other hand, allowance was made for granting 

them distinctive rights within the African community. 
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CRAPrER SIX 

CONDITTONS TN JOHANNESBURG ~925-1930 

Following the heights of the 1917-1920 period we saw that 

working class opposition (and even general protest within the 

African community) had virtually disappeared by the early 

twenties. During 1920-25, a new phase of African political 

participation had been set 

role of the African elite. 

left very little scope for . . 

in progress which emphasized the 

The nature of this participation 

real worker invol v I::!ment. Afurt-her 

development :i.n the late. 208' saw the Af::,'ican communi ty thrown 

into even greater disarray by the Native (Urban Areas) Act 

of 1923 and as a consequence it remained at a low level of 

resistance. Crucial features, however, distinguished the class 

as it was found during 1925-1930 from its existence during 

1920-1925. Despite the debilitating forces it occasiodally 

came out in strikes ag~inst emp10yers in the late twenties; 

it resisted the municipal authorities in Johannesburg, and 

parts of the working cless even joined the new industrial trade 

unions. These features constituted a relative advance on the 

passiveness which the class exhibited during 1920-1925. 

This chapter will examine two main concerns; 

application of the Native (Urban Areas) Act. 

protest, and the 

The aim of ~he 

discussion on protest is to situate the working class within. 
the class struggle. This protest needs to be fieen against the 

backgrouud of the application of the Native (Urban Areas) Act. 
The application of the Act and the resultant e;fects are 

discussed in the rest of the chapter. 

Outside of the events which took place directly because of the 
Native (Urban Areas) Act, we can distinguish three other areas 

of activity of a political or economic nature which occurred 
within the African community. These were the outbreaks of 

dissatisfaction which took place iri Klipspruit, the handful 

of spontaneous strikes during 1926 and 1927 and the planned 

strikes which came about as a result of the organisation which 

took place within the South African F~deration of Non-European 
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Trade Unions (SAFNETU) formation. 

Before we look at these activities, it is necessary to 

describe briefly the economic situation of the working class. 

Secondary industry had grown enormously after the First World 

War. The number of manufacturing establishments increased 

from 3 638 in 1915-1916 to 6 6q5 in 1929-1930,1 In 1929 in 

Johannesburg alone, the number of furniture establishments 
2 had risen to fifty. Concomitant with this ~rowth went an 

increase in the number of workers. Total employment figures 

for secondary industry jumped from 101 178 to 201 180.3 The 

number of African workers, which increased the most, rose from 

·3q 682 to 69 216. 

Despi te this growth in secondary industry, wagh price and GNP 

levels remained static over the 1925-1930 period: 

(i) The annual wage bill for African workers in secondary 

industry moved within a small range of £3 023 obo a~d 
£2 284 000, its highest point having been reached in 1925. 4 

(ii) - The price index fluctuated between one hundred and six 

COillma four poi nts :i. n 1925 and one hundred and four l n 1930. 5 

(iii) In relation to other periods the rate of growth in 
the contribution of secondary industry to the national income 

was tardy; in 1925 it contributed £28m and in 1930 £39,"im~ 
FurthermQre, the entire national income from all major sectors 

increased only by £18m within these five years. 7 Within this 

trough of eCQnomic growth, the average black wage. in 

Johannesburg ranged fl."om three pounds to fi ve pounds a month. 

This wage fell short of the minimum subSistence level of six 
. . 8 

pounds a month.which had been defined in 1927. 

These conditions generated highly specific responses within the 
African community. First of all, the absence of inflationary 

conditions, unlike the situation during 1917-1920 (and agaIn 
~during 1939-19q5) played a great part in forming the c6mmunity's . 9 
'attitude to striking and general industrial action. The 
tenuous hold which workers held on their jQbs, especially in an 
< -

environment where a high turnQver of labour o~curred, 
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discouraged them from striking. Because of this, only two 

(recorded) spontaneous strikes took place in Johannesburg 

within this entire period. One occurred at an engineering firm 

called Mayth&m's in 1927 where workers struck for a 'breakfast 

hour break', and another at the Johannesburg Railway Kazerne. 10 

Both these strikes, significantly, were ~propriated by the 

leU and brought to a quick termination. 

Concern about 20b.security thus acted as a brake on attempts 

to engage in strike action. Tbis attitude, OLle can speculate, 
might have been heightened by the spectacular failure of the 

lCU.
ll 

Yet, certain branches of industry~ where fairly high 

levels of skill were required, presented vastly different 

conditions. In laundering, bakery, mattress-making and clothing 

industries, where relatively high levels of skilled work were 

carried out by Africap workers, the rate of job turnov~r was 

low. It was within these indust~ies that trade unionism (as 

opposed to the general trade unionism Qf the leU) took root on 

the Rar:ld unde Y' tr'-le d' e t· 'f t- c' Cit p r }'2 tT" ~ lr c lon 0 v.Le ommun s _ ar .... y_. . nlons 

were for:ned by Ben Weinbren and Thibedi of the Communist Party 

in 1927 and brought together in a federal structure called the 

South African Federation of Non-European Trade Unioqs (SAFNETU) 

f~r which Weinbren claimed a membership of 10 000, in 1928. 13 

However, Stein has showed that the organisation could only 

prove the existence of a combined memberShip of 3 612. 14 

Despite this, the actions of the Federation we~e significant. 
u 

They traded on the high demand for skilled African workers, and 

member uniOl'l"'s were not J.oath to draw their memb0rs out in strikes 

against employers who victim1s!d~trade union members, who 

refused to implement Wage Board determinations and who refused 
to change condi tions of emplm2.;yment hostile to workers .15, 16 

Several strikes revolving around the6e issues occurred during 

1928 to 1929. 

No such advances occurred outside these stable industries. Yet 

,even the unions which grew ·from these stable industries, where 

the skills of African workers were at a higher premium than 

elsewhere, folded after 1930. They were in the process of 
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dying. and after the Depression were virtually totally 

obli terated. Ironically, the Wage Ac..!., l,t'.ihich f.9.cili tated the 

development of African bargaining machinery. played an 

important role in disorganising the SAFNETU formation. The 

Wage Act was amended in 1929 requiring all the persons 

supporting an application fora wage determination "to sign it 

themselves, which in practice m~kes it impossible for any large 

body of natives to make a successful application within the 

terms of the Act and the regulationsJ and,siDce the 

promulgation of the amended regulations, no application from 
. 17 . 

Nattves has been received by the BoarQ~ The motivation for 

the amendment is unclear. Koen, in his Honours dissertation. 

speculates, however, that pressure to change the Act came from 

the more "backward" capitalists who "unlike the liberal Wage 

Board ... thought in terms of crushing Black worker 
. t' ,,18 organlsa Ion. 

The outbreaks which occurred ill the t6wnshiRs during this period 

were slightly different. They seemed to represent pockets of 

mili tancy which continued. to simmer and boil over regardless of 

the obstacles placed in t~e path of the working cle~s. 

Klipspruit was the centre of this activity and was obviously 

an embarrassment and cause of concern to the municip~l 

authorities. The police claimed that 

"this native location has up to the present bee~ a refuge 
for all sorts of law breakers, but Serg ... ~no name provided) 
cleared it out successfully. Same of the natives had been 
convicted for stealing, others. pad been wanted in 

. Johannesburg and ::<:.~ugersdorp. 11 (19) 

The manager of the Parks and Estates Department of the 

Johannesburg f'.1unicipality also claimed that the location 

harboured political agitators. 20 

Trou~le broke out in Klipspruit Location in March 1926. The 
correspondent for the Rand Dally Mail wrote that 

liThe unrest that bad been brewing in the Klipspruit Location 
for some time came to the surface ... when two police, a 
European and a native, were Jhased by an ancry mob of 
natives and tLr2atened with sticks and stones."(21) . . 

The disturbance, it seemed, was the climax of ~ontinuous police· 
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provocation. It appeared, furthermore, that the people1s 

, grievances, despi te the Commissions of Enqui ry which had been 

appointed during .the unrests of 1919. had gone unattended 

(see Chapter Four). These grievances revolved around the Pass 

Laws, the continual 'harassment of the location's occupants 

and police conf:scation of home brewed liQuor. 22 

One can make a general comment about the Klipsprui t and SAFNETU 

phenomena during the period 1925-1930. The importance of these 

events was limited to the people who were involved. This is a 

fair comment to make in the light ot the rising importance 

of the Native (Urban Areas) Act, for the preoccupations of the 

rest of the population were with their immediate destinies -

where would they finally end up? 'In a sense this isolated 

nature of trade union advance and township disturbance was ------ - -.--- . 
symptomatic of the weakened state of the African community, ---- ._--
and more especially of the working class. As a class ifl 

oppos i tieD to the bourgeois ie, t'r!es e ins tances of resis tanc e 

had occurre.d alm,ost unnoticed. This was certainly an . 
-

indi~ation of the deterioration which had developed within the 

Morking class. Whereas there were indications du~ing the War 

and immediately af~erwards that the workers were beginning 

to perceive themselves as a class, such progressive Signals 

were d~cidedly weak. Only late in t~e next decade, stirred by 

rap~d . ~a tion.ar::,y c~nditi ons, did the Game progressiveness 
rise to the surface. 3 

In the relative trJugh of worker action, other expressions of 

dissat~sfact~on ·with the society came from the continuing 
ant'L-socla} betlaviour (and not by any means insignificant) of 
.'- --- 24 

the lumpen-proletariat. --------

NevJspaper reports sugges ted a drama ti c upsurge in incidents 

relating .to lumpen-proletariat gan~s operating in Johannesburg. 25 

These gangB •. ll,male:!.. tas as they were called in Johannesburg, - - '---

constituted .~r ... e most 0Tganised section of the lumpen-pro+etari~t. 

Their origin dated from ttle'!€ry founding of Johannesburg in the 

1880 IS. ':!:'he reas~n for tl-leil'" increase in activi ty, claimed the 
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Rand Daily Mail, was the great~r availability of liquor and 

the presence of political instigators. 26 ' 

"In regard to politics, the opinion was expressed that there 
were a number of half educated native political speakers who 
preached the doctrine of equali ty to tbem. They appeared 
to take this dicta as a direct incentive to acts of 
violence and breaches of the peace. In some instances ... 

. the influence of native speakers inspired the attitude of 
antagonism and assertiveness towards the Europeans."(27) 

Where the working class, in its weakened cG~dition. had much 

to lose by coming into direct confrontation with the b~yrgeoisie, 

the lumpen-proletal"'iat ,who parasitically thrived on the success 

of the capitalist system bu~ was not tied to it as directly as 

wage 1aboun, acted with impunity. Spurred on as they may well 

have been by the instigation of politicians such as the 

firebrands found in the leU, they made frequent bur~lary raids 

into· 'wr.i te' communi ti es whicb they perceived as the poss ess inSj 

class. 28 Striking and spectacular in their daring as these 

forays may have beeh, they were ul tima tely of li tt le 

significance for the working class. for like the petty 

bourgeoisie, the lumpen-proletariat had little ur no class 

loya1ti to the workers and their class struggle. As they made 

attacks on 'white' communities, so, on different 00casions. 

were th~~ also impc:::"led to attack the African working class 

itself. . 

A significant interpretation of this kind of activity appeared 

in the Rand Daily Mail late in 1926. The writer felt that the 

outburst of crime was part of the larger probl~m of 'native 

l ' I 30 po ICY . 

~\ 

"~housands of natives have been separated from their 
domestic life and their tribal discipline and concentrated 
on the Witwatersrand; , thousands more have grown up in the 
city and have no knowledge of tribal life. These are the 
detribalised natives who. without a doubt, constitute the 
source from which much of the trouble arises. All these 
have been allowed to live in slum areas that would disgrace 
many Eastern citi2S. They have been explojted by 
unscrupulous traders, and in many cases by unscrupulous 
employers, they have been forced back to a level lOVier than 
their already low economic level. They have been the 
Victims of perni.c~ous agitators. whose doctrines have 
poisoned their minds and wrecked their simple judgement. 

It is ilV wonder then .. tbat there 1s a rising class 
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was onl~ brought into operaiion in 1925. On the first of 

January it became an offence to allow Africans other than 

employees to reside on household premises. In Benoni, within 

five days of the implementation of the measure, thirteen 

Africans were fined ten shillings for being on premises where 

they did not work. They were told by the magistrate that they 

had to sleep in their own location. 33 

-In Johannesburg, the removal of 'illegal' people 'from the 

centre of the town was done on a piece-meal basis, but none

theless with great trauma. The Town Council decided to 

develop and apply the Urban Areas Act and the Johannesburg 

Municipal Eousing programme alongside each other. 
"A s tart has actually been made \>li th the segrege<:;ion of the 
natives. For this purpose the area in Doornfontein bounded 
by End Street, HarrovJ Road, Saratoga Avenue and the Rail 
Beserve has first been tackled. and natives who are 
otherwise not p~ovided for under the Urban Areas Act have 
been notified tllat they must remove from the area _ For 
their accommodation the last one hundred and fifty houses 
built by the City Council in the Western Native Township 
have been specially earmarked." (311) 

Notices were serve~ on 1 200 people in the Doornfontein area. 

In terms of the UAA. the notices were served on 'white' 

residents and their African tenants by the Johannesburg 

Municipality. Large numbers of people had already been 
transferred to compounds at Wemmer, Salisbury and Jubilee and 

to the Western Native Township. In Johannesburg the first 

batch of prosecuti0ns under the Act came up b2fore the 

magistrates. These were to presage countless prosecutions 

with~n·the nexr. few years. 

"Four natives all living in Doornfontein, were each marctAd 
into the dock in turn. They each raised a protest that 
they did not want to leave Doornfontein as they had already 
made tbeir homes there."(35) 

Such offenders received fines of £1 each or fourteen days' 

impr~sonment wi tb r",ard labour~ Each time this kj nd of case 
36 came up for judgement, the same complaints were heard. 

By March of the same year the removal programme had shifted to 
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The African or~anisations in Johannesburg, such as the ANC and 

the rcu were unmoved by the problems which the African people 

were facing. In the manner in which we have characterj.sed 

them J they were trying to make capital out 0f the Pass 
it controversy once more. 2 The State was threatenlng to extend 

the Pass sys tern to women because "the present ',,rant of control 

allowing native women to roam about the streets at all hours 

was a very serious evil and should not be allowed to 
. ! 43 continue. I Upon the intervention of the Joint Council, and 

to the chagrin of the ICU and to a lesser extent the ANC, the 

Government postponed the proposed e~forcement of the Native 

Pass Ordinance of 1912 until the first of June "upon the 

understanding that the Joint Council ... endeavour to place 

before the Government an effective and acceptable alternative 
44 scheme in solution of the problem." The Joint Council's 

recommendations were not accepted by the Government and the Pass 

system was accordingly extended to women. Even though this had 

occurred, the ICU and the ~NC held meetings where the Pass 

system was vitriolically condemned, as was the Joint Council for 

its interference "as (it) held no mandate from the natives." 4S 

Within the twelve-month period from January to December of 1925 

the implementation of the UAA had uprooted over 5 000 people in 
. 46 

Johannesburg. The people who were being moved made feeble 

attempts to resist the Act; in some places there were people 

who ignored the Act and continued to live in the Affected zones 

of Doornfontein, Jeppe, Malay Camp and Vrededorp. As soon as 
an area was cleared, migrant families from elsewhere, ~nd 

frequently from rural areas, simply occupied the vacated areas. 

Real reSistance, however, came from the slum landlords who 

tried to av~il themse11es of loopholes in terms of the Act. 
The UAA had struck a blow at their lucrative leasing practices, 

and this they were not going to accept without opposition. In 
the months following the implementation of t~e Act frequent 

test cases were heard where the landlords ·co~l.tested certain 

sections of the UAA. 47 

In 1926 and 1927 the ~AA was applied in a systematic manner. 
bringing increasing areas under th~ arc of evacuation. The pace 

of the operation had, however, slowed down. This allowed 
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A fresh proclamation was issued in February 1927 aimed 

expressly at the inhabitants of the Ferreirastown complex. 58 

Once again, Benson came to their assistance. Notably, the ICV, 

witnessing Benson's success, joined the str~zgle against the 

Town Council. It held mass meetings in Ferreirastown and 

adopted Benson's strategy, The ICU plannpd to accumulate as 

many applications for accommodation as it could, and if the 

municipality proved to be incapable of coping with the demand, 

the ICU would contest any action which the authorities decided 
. 54 ')r::') 

to take against the community. ,-

The collected applications were taken to the Town Clerk, who 

admitted in interviews that the position regarding the 

application of the Act was a confused one. 56 The municipality, 

however, was very much wiser since the Appeal made at 

Bloemfontein. It decided to test the bona fides of the 

applicants (approximately six hundred of thenl). After a tour 

of in::::pection, a deputation alleged that lithe results sbow that 

seventy-five per cent of the cas~s revealed that answerS did 

not agree with information supplied in respect of their 

upplications. Many claim r.o be married y and would require 

houses for families; the majority it is no~ stated, are merely 

living with native women whose status as wives cannot be 

reCOgniSed,,,57 The Council then claimed that according to the 

number of accredited applications, it could provide 
accommodation for all of them. 58 

Sam Dunn, the acting general secretary of t~e rcu, claimed that 

the matter was handled with great abse~ce of sympathy by the 

Town Council. 59 The rcu's atLempts to provide a solution to 

the predica2ent of the evicted people proved to be a failure. 

Apart from a few Parthian shots, the leU lost interest in the 

matter. The UAA only became an issue for it again a whole year 

later. 60 I'-1eanwhile its interest was focussed ·on the massive 

upsurge of rural workers. 

The African people in Johannesburg had to fend for themselves 

once more. They themdelves took t~~ situation in hand and on 
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their own initiative instituted Vigilance Associations to protect 

themselves from the authorities. They issued demands which 

reflected their continuing dissatisfaction with urban conditions 

and particularly.the administration of the locations. 61 In the 

gloomy days of working. class impotence these activities brought 

surprisingly welcome results. The Supreme Court in Pretoria 

held that the fresh proclamation issued by the Governor-

General in February (forcing all unexempted Africans to leave 

scheduled areas and to go into residence in the locations and 

the hostels) was impractical and unreasonable. The proclamation 
62 was thus declared invalid. 

Once again the Town Council and the Governor-General responded 

by issuing a fresh proclamation. The proclamation declared that 

by Janauary 1928 all Africans who resided in the part of 

Ferreirastown which had been pJ.'oclair:1ed must have moved to a 

village, location or hostel. 63 When the time came for the 

irnple~entation of the proclamation, married Africans were 

exempted on the condition that they apply for accommodation in 

the districts to which they were being transferred.6~ This mild 

concE';ssion had come after the ICU had led delegations to 

Mr Ballenden, a superintenc3.nt of loca tions, \Ilho had promised on 

the Town Council's behalf that "where prompt 8jectments (sic) will 

create hardship, reasonable time vTill be allowed to the natives 

concerned to make the necessary arrangements for moving to their 
quarters.,,65 

Aware of the Town Cou~c11's concession to ma~ried Africans, the 

people of Ferreirastown were reluctant to move. The newspapers 
saw the matter in the following light: "Natives in Ferreirastown 

seem to be totally um::!..lli ng to vaca te the area ... (and) are 

taking advantage of the failure of the authorities to take a firm 
66 hand with them." Not long hereafter. the patience of the Town 

Council having run out, scores of people were arrested and 

chars;ed for illegally residing in tbe 10cation. 67 By the 

fourteenth of July over one-hundred and forty people .bad been 

prosecuted. The residents of the location were pow€rless in the 

face of the severity 0f the prosecutions, and to avoid further 
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trouble they began the large-scale evacuation. By the end of 

July. three hundred families were in the pI'oce~;s of leaving 

the area. The exodus was described in the following manner by 

the Rand Daily Mail: 
"Families pushing"carts, and with all their goods and 

chattels carried in bundles, or packed on the. backs of 
donkeys, gradually migrated to Marshalltown, Ophirton, 
City and Suburban, the 'native townships and the various 
compounds."(68) 

The heavy-handed act{on resorted to by the Town Council 

effectively staved off any further opposition. The attempts 
to ameliorate or chanp;e the effects of the UAA had failed. 

This failure was reflected in the rapidity with which the rest 

of Johannesburg was brought under the swoop of the Act. In 

January 1929, a gazetted notice ordered Africans in La Rochelle 

and Malvern to vacate the area. 69 A warning was also issued 

.that later in that year thirty-two other townships would be 

proclaimed as being prohibite0 for African occupation. 70 

Hundreds of houses were. in the meantime, being built in the 

Eastern and Western Native Townships. Where people treated 

the ejection orders lightly, as in La Rochelle, fines averaging 

two pounds were imposed. The rationale was that "~here bas 

been no re-influx of natives into Ferreirastown, thanks to the 
systematic preventive steps taken by the poli~e, both ag~inst 

the natives and the Europeans -",ho harbour them on slum 
property. ,,71 

At the end of 1929, the Town Council reported th~ough the 

newspapers that its removal of non-exempted Afr>icans ~"ias 

proceeding expeditiously in the Southern Suburbs. MO~2 than 
six hundred families in the area had been move~.72 With this 

kind of success, the Town Council announced that the clearance 

of twenty-six townships would take place from thE first of 
January 1930. 73 

To summarize: The working class reached an impasse in the five 

years between 1925 and 1930. It had been driven into little 

pockets where the municipal authorities could monitOr and 
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contain its every move. The conclusion which is inescapable 

is that the Urban Areas Act, as a disorganisiIlt; tool, had 

successf~lly penetrated the innards of Johannesburg and brought 

the working class even more completely under the yoke of the 

bourgeoisie. Whereas before the implementation of the Urban 

Areas Act one might have said that the working class was 

spiritually defeated; after its implementation this defeat 

found its consummation in the physical routing of the working 

class. The effects of this disorganisation, one can argue, 

were greater than the advances m~de by union formation in 1928 

and 1929. Relative to the entire African population, the 

militant union activity (as it is characterised by Lewis and 

others) held far less significance for the working class 

struggle than did the imposition of the Native (Urban Areas) 

Act of 1923. 
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CONCLUSION 

This chapter ha.s the following aims: ' to rev1.ew 

(i) the develo~ment of organisations in which the African 

elite parti~ipated during 1926 to 1930, and to place this 

development in the context of class struggle, and 

(ii) to a.ttempt a periodisation of African protest from 

1917 to 1930. 

ONE 

During the last half of the twenties a distinct move towards 

uniformit of outlook emerged in the organisations led by or 

~n Which the African elite participated. These organisations, 

the JCs, the ANC and the lCU, adopted common methods and tactics 

to deal with tLe gri evances of the Afri can eli t e. 'I'hi,s 

development, characterised by moderate petitioning of 

government, and the rejection of radicalism, was the result of 

the penetration and rise to dominance of the modus op::::randi of 

the SC alongside the other organisations. Amongst ot.ber things, 

this dominance of JC tactics tended to weaken the leadershtp of 

the lCU and the ANC. And. indeed, certain African leaders 

resentedJC involvement in elite African politics. This is 

reflected in a letter written by Rheinallt-Jones in 1930. We 

quote extensively: 

" ... l see in Crnteleli that 'Enquirer' (whom I suspect to be 
one of the r'1bell es), charges the JCs wi tb r-.a ving des troy<,;d 
native leadership. There is just enough truth in this to 
makE it a dangerous statement and I do feel and have felt 
for some time that, I mus t gi ve thougr"t and act! on to this 
,aspect of the JC !JlOVeElsnt. I have always said thRt the JC 
must not eliminate bodies like the Congress, and ~nema 
could substantiate my anxiety on tLj_s score. It \,,2.3 I viho 
urged the gathering together of the native leaders in ... 
Cape Town ... 3ut we must help to build up ,t~? Congress again, 
not as a militant anti-white org~nisation but as a rallying 
point for Bantu Self-respect ... The JCs must become the 
nurseries o~ individual efforts on the part of aspj.ring 
natives."(l) 

One can argue, then, that a particular direction was determined 

for African politics by the liberals when the JC movement was 

started, and that by the end of the twenties most strands of 

elite leadership had been subsumed beneath tne guidance of ttle JC. 
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a number of industries in Johannesburg. As Jones stated: 

"The JC has been asked by the ICU if it will co-operate in 

placing evidence before the Wage Board. This the JC has agreed 
to do.,,6 

This decision paved the way for more intensive co-operation. 

The ~rrival of George Ballinger in 1928 as the adviser to the 

ICU - Roux described him as ttle "protege of the Johannesburg 

JC and the eminently respectable liberals" - brought the 

association between the ICU and the JC to cu)~ination.7 
Thereafter, much of the leU activity 0uring the time when the 

.body was going through its final death throes - brought on by 

weaknesses of organis~tion, personality clashes and desertion 

by its members - bore the distinct stamp of tbe JC movement. 

In the ~NC similar developments had taken place. Its history 

during the twenties was cbaracterised by close involvement 

with the JC movement. Except for a brief interlude when JT 

Gumede, then president of the body, attempted to ra0icalise 

the ANC, the body stood firmly in the path of modE:!:.9-te protest. 8 

In 1928 the ANC had made a pact 'lJith the ICU on the ba:::ds of 

opposition to radical politics such as found in the CP.9 

These developments within the organisations of the period under 

review did not occur independently of working class protest and 

politics. The liberals were motivated by the need to defuse 

¥'lOrking f..:lass militan~As RFA Hoernle, one of the most 
influential liberals cf his day, had said, the great task of 

South African development was to guide the grbdual 

transforr:Jation of the mass of Africans into the class of wage

earning labourers, "wisely on such lines that the creation of a -corrupt,,-,.9Jsc9E.~,~nted, and dangerous l I'}d. u3_tri§.J __ ...Rrol etarjlLt_i,s_ 10 ' . --"'~~-'~--' ,," , , " ""'.~--'~'--~~-'" ~ . ' 
avoi-.9..E:d. II And as Ethelreda Lewis argued, what better way was 

there than to supply the African with white leadership first of 
all, 

"we need South Africans of both white races, who have been 
brought up tQ look at the na ti ve wi th a fami. liar and 
unsentimental eye. And we need to train that eye ... to be 
im~g1native, to be just, to be pitiful, to be brotherly,but 
never to be sentimental."(ll) 
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This 'wriite ' leadership "wtll never let him d01!Jn again to the 

u.ltimate necessity of falling back on Communist friends or 

fighting quite alone for the rights of black workers." 12 This 

type of 'white' leadership was perfectly epitomised within the 

principles and leadership of the JC movement. 

While petty bourgeois organisation had gained respectability 

and a certain degree of representation in the late twenties 

and in this sense had made some beadway, and wtdle Hertzog 

viewed them wi th less suspIcion than wJ:len he first became 

Prime Minister (because of the moderate nature of the 

organisations), some of the basic demands of the petty 

bourgeoisie bad gone unatte~ded~ In the first instance, th~ 

African petty bourgeoisie could still not exercise unfettered 

trading rights. The Location Advisory Board complaine~ 

grievously about amounts charged for trading licences. The 

Board felt that 

"experience has shown that the scale laid down in the 
Second Schedule to the Licences Consolidation Act No 32 
of 1925 is rather too excessive for people whose trade is 
confined solely to nat.ives.-"(13) 

Secondly, the Pact Governmeg~ threatened to make serious 

inroads on existing political representation for Africans. This 
14 applied especially to tLe francLised Africans :,.i1· the Cape. . 

.Hertzog wished to abolish the Cape francLise for Africans and 

replace this with a sp2cial system of represen~ation: 

"rliy proposal is that there should be seven Europear..s in 
Parliament:. entrusted with the care of native interests. 
These will be elected directly by the natives independently 
of the \'Jhi te vote. If (15) 

These pro~osals were contained in the Native Bills published 

in 1926. hertzog, furthermore, in his attempt to establish a 

'native policy' on the baSis of segregation, sought to convert 

the Annual Native Conference into a 

"Union Native Council which will ... be charaed with verv 
<:) v 

responsible duties in regard to the affairs of natives, 
what may be described as the Natives' parliament."(16) 
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While these proposals gained the support of Pelem of the 

Bantu Union, the elite Africans were unanimous in their 

disapproval. 17 As Johns says 

"while (they) ... were willing to accept' separate African 
provincial councils as forums to deal with specific 
regional problems, they were not prepared to abandon the 
cape system of national African representation."(18) 

The rCD, then in it~ radical phase, expressed even stronger 

disapproval. Kadalie had said at the 1926 Annual Conference 

of the rCD 

" ... all workers ... pinned thei r fa:!. th on the ne\V' bride who 
was to 'deliver the goods I ••• The goods were delivered but 
to our disappointment, instead of' supplying the child with 
bread, our Pact bride gave the child stones in the form of 
the Colour Bar Bill ... 11(19) 

Opposition, not only from t~e African petty bourgeoisie, 

and the liberals, but from overseas as well, caused Hertzog 

to abandon his attempts to implement the Native Bills. 20 

rn the flurry of all this activity, the Governm~ntrailed to 

call the Annual Native Conference for four years. The 

Congress of the Location Advj_sory Board complained that 

"Therefore, it is not :;0 be wonde~ed at that certain 
responsible leaders of the Bantu race, rightly or wrongly, 
have been forced to the conclusion that the Government has 
abandoned the principle of consultation as far as the 
Natives are concerned. II (21) 

Contradjction thus accompanied the advances n~de by the 

African petty bourgeoisie. Their co-optation by the state and 

the bourgeoisie was ti::tus not an uncondi tiona1 one. We will 

try to put this into clearer perspective in the next 8ection. 

Ti';O 

African protest can be periodised in a distinct manner on the 

basis of class struggle. While class struggle is never absent 

from capitalist society it does have a specific historical 
22 

time. One can detect a peculiar rhythm to the different 

phases of historical time; these phases are the result of a 

complex intersection of a number of specific l'actors. 
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The factors which were of major consequence to the rhythm of 

worker protest were the absence of a worl<ing c-~aS~"J,g~8:g.eJ-s~hJpJ 
- ----~-.~,-.~-~:---'-.-- ,- "'-'-'-.----

and, as a result thereof , at tempts by trle P9t~x-.!?_ouge::)i s i e to 

\ fill that role, and tbe disorganising strategies brought to 

bear upon the working class by the state. These factors 

opefated within the context of specific movements in the 

world economy reverberating in the South African economy: 

(i) lnternational inflation reaching deep into the South 

African economy during and soon after the Great War, 

(ii) a movement towards recovery in the early twenties, and 

(iii) stagnation in international growth reflected in a 

conspicuous lack of economic growth in South Africa. 23 

The African working class m~de important advances during the 

1917 t9==~2~~ period, It rose up organically and challenged 
both Government and employers on a collective basis. This 

apogee of class consciousness, d~spite the fact tlillt its 

organi c experi ence def ined foY' ita Ii mit:,_~~_?~0!l~,?_,~_,o_~sness, 
posed a threat to the b 0 urgeolsie and mining capital in 

parti'cular from 1918. to 1920 and had to be countered by the 

state. The state tbus re.::.or.ted to disorganising mct;r:ods to 

prevent the workers from making inroads on its power. While 

these methods were not centralised around a particular object, 

they were devastating in their diversity. They ~anged from 

spying/infor-mer networks and phYSical diS-('uptiori to actual 
attacks ~n the African working class and. taken in their 

co~bined effGct, had a severely weakening influence on the 
character of the workers' protest. This effect was c0mplemented 

by continuing petty bourgeois attempts to stamp its d0~inance 
within the working class. The overall impression one gains 

1s that in spite of worker dissatisf~ction with the TNC, this 

body had determined the character of workers' political 

representations during 1917 to 1920. It sought to appropriate 

worker protest for its own ends. The manner in which it dealt 

wi th t,i:1e s-tate and the employers revealed an organisation in 

1

1 sea~ch of political. economic and ~ocia~ elevation into 'White' 
it -I SO(;l ety by seeking to use ~Jorker dlsturoance as a means of 

. political leverage. This attempt by the petty bourgeoisie, 
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as characterised by the TNC, highlighted but also exacerbated 

the crisis due to lack of leadership within the working class. 

Where a working class leadership was being developed within 

the HJA, the state and the petty bourgeoisie in the TNC made 

serious attempts to undermine this leadership. 

It became clear during this period that a consistent body of 

legislation was necessary to buttress actions of police ........ 

disorganisation. In a period of growing industrialisation, the 

existing Pass and Masters and Servants Laws w.ere insufficient 

to contain worker disturbances. In~addition, the relationship 

betwee~nthe state and the petty bourgeoisie within SANNC was 

moving adrift. Our argument, therefore, is that while a body 

of disorganising methods existed, these were not rationalised 

into a distinct strategy. It was during the followin~ 

historical period that t~ese weaknesses in the state'& policy 

toward the African workers were attended to. 

We a!'gued that the intei.'actionof a number of factors had 

served to temper working 'class protest during 1921 to 1925. As 

the interna ti onal crisis -i_n capi tal ism abated, so a id tr~e 

cr:aracter of worldng class militance go into decline. The 

economic climate Lad removed tbose conditions \vhich provoked 

working class protest, and allowed the state and the bourgeoisie 

{particularly the liberal representative~ of mining capital) 

·time to 2stablish and consolidate structures able to 

disorganise the working class. One crucial feature of the 

following period 1,'JaS thus the establishment of a struc.:tured 

strategy of disorganisation by the state and the libehtls. This 
strategy was a direct response to the weaknesses which had 

emerged in the bourgeoisie's policies in the previous period. 

In the first instances tbe state established formal cha.nnels 

with which to co-opt petty bourgeois leadership_ The objectives 

of the 1920 Native Affairs Act were clear in their intent~on 

~ I to sponsor a buffer class able to pre-empt and defuse working 

class militance. This strategy was motivated by the desire to 

deflect interest away from working class concerns and to focus 
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them around the petty bourgeoisie. The Annual Conferences 

betv.[een Government and the African eli te and the new cbann8lE 

of representation were specifically designed to gain the 

goodwill of this petty bourgeoisie. The establishment of the 

JCs constituted another step in this regard. 

The state, in the second instance, promulgated legislation 

designed to achieve the lcal control of the working class. 

The UAA was critical in this objective. Its ;najor purpose -
was to control the ingress and outflc~ of African workers 

from urban areas, and to contain this working class in 

manageabl e pockets wi thin the uy'ban areas. Furthermore, in 

excluding contract workers from the bargaining procedures 

contained in the Industrial Conciliation8.g,t, the State 

pre-empted industrial action on the part of the working class. 

This Act went hand in hand with the UAA in that it proposed to 

streamline and improve the operation of the contract labour 

system. 

While working class prot~st had stagnated. petty bourgeois 

demands increased during chis period. This was laY'3ely due to 

the participation of 'blacks' in the channels which had been 

establis~ed by the Government and the liberals. Whereas the 

previous period .took its character from ~he upsurge of working 

9lass protest, the second belonged to the Afri~an petty 

bourgeoisie. Bowever~ before we leave this section, we need to 

qualify that these SL·'lctures of co-optation €:,ected by the 

state and the liberals encountered fierce resist~nce from the 
white working class and the local bourgeoisie and thus did not 

yield as many advances to the petty bourgeoisie as they had 
promised. As we shall see below, this was largely because of 

the conflictin§ interests within the bourgeoisie. 

While the final period within the scope of our examination 

(1926-1930) can be described as the period of isolated struggle 

for the working class~ the stock of the petty bourgeoisie had 

not risen, but in certain respects was even i~ jeopardy. 
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Fear of African unity - of the petty bourgeoisie being hurled 

into the working class - prompted them to stress the identity 
of 'civilised' Africans' interests with those of Europeans 

in a common poli tlcal system. II ••• We again emphatically 

repudiate the view that native interests ar1 necessarily 

hostile to European interests ... ,,27 

hertzog who drew his support from the 'yoor whites' - who 

were inco~petition with the 'civilised' Africans - had to 

tread carefully so as not to offend his political base and thus 

bad to limit the advances ~ranted to the Afric~!Lpe~t;y 

bourgeoisie. The ambivalent status of the African petty 

bourgeoisie trius rested r"eavily on the cLaracter of the class 

struggle as it played itself out between the African working 

class and the bourgeoisie as a whole, as well as "between the 

different fractions of capital. 

The other feature distinguishing this period was the existence 

of isolated incidents of worker resistance. This resistance, 

which took the shape of strikes, developed from new formations 

(inspired by the ,CP) which took root in small sectj.ons of 

industry where workers heJd semi-skilled jobs and thereby 

commanded a certain degree of bargaining po:;er. These sections 

of industry contrasted to others where high job turnovers were 

experienced, critically diminis~ing the bargaining power of 

workers. 

The factor of overwhelming importance in this period was the 

implementat1bn of the UAA. Over and above the demoralising 

condltions in industry. the Act thoro~ghly disorganised the 

working class. The implementation of the Act brought a 

specific ct,:=tracter'to "lorking class protest in this period; it 

counterbalanced the advances which had been gained from 

unionising workers in certain industries. This disorganisation 

was so thorougtl, tLat Ni th the f".elp ··of the \l]a6 es Act., as it. 

w:as amended in 1929 J working cl?ss organisat:'on remained 

dormant until well into the middle of the thirties. 
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The Rand Daily Mail 
The Star 

Umteteli wa Bantu 

The Workers Herald 
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Peasantry' African Affairs October 1972 

Burns E A Handboo~ of Marxism Gollancz London 1935 

Carchedi C 'On the Economic Identification of the New 
Middle Class' Economy and Society no 1 75 

Clough S et alia The Economic Eistbry.of Europe: Twentieth 
Century. harper and Row New York 19~ 

Coka G 'The Story of Gilbert Coka of the Zulu Tribe of Natal 
South Afri ca', M PerL~am (ed) Ten Africans Faber and Faber 

. London (nd) 

Coleman BI (ed) The Idea of the City in 19th Century Britain 
Routledge and Ke~an Paul London 1973 

Cooper D 'The Glen Grey Policy of 1894 - An Attempt at 
Dissolution' Honours Dissertation University of cape Town 
1979 

Cope RK Comy-ade Bill: The Life and Times of \;JS Andrev/s 
WOY'kers I Leader. (No indication of e1 ther publishel' or 
date of publication.) 

Coplan D 'The .lIf!'! can Performer and trle Johannesburg 
Entertainment Industry:T~: Struggle for African Culture on 
the Witwatersrand' Eistor~ Worksh0D University of the 
Wit~atersrand February 1978 

Cutl€:::, A et alia Marx's Cal?J tal_~_nd Capij:a~lsm Toda;V Vol 1 
Routledge and ~egan Paill London 1977 

Davenp6rt TRE South Africa. A Modern 6istory MacMillan 
Jor~nnesburg 1977 

'Tl1e BeginnirJgs of Frban Segrc2:ation in South 
Africa. The Natives (Urban Areas) Act of 1923 and its 
Background.' Occasional Paper no 15 Institute of Social 
and Economic Resea~ch Rhodes University 1971. 

Davies R 'The Class Character of South Africa's Industrial 
Conciliation Legislation' E Webster (ed) Essays in 
Southern African I,abour Histo£:l, Havan Johannesburg lQ78 

'capital; the State and White Wage Earners iG 
South Africa. An Historical ~aterialist Analysis of Class 
Relations in Sout~ Africa 1900-1960 1 TJrd.versity of Sussex 
D Phil Thesis 1977. 

'The 1922 Strike on the Rar.d and the Political 
Economy of South Africa' I:jistory Wcn·:-Cshop, The University of 
the Witwatersrand, February"1979 

'The White ~orking Class in South Africa' New Left 
~-Ereyrevl 110 82 1973 -

De Ki ewi et C',v A His tory Df South Afrj ca. Soc lal and Economi c . 
Oxford University Pr~ss London 1950 

Diamond CK 'African Labour Problems on South African Gold 
Mines' MA University of cape Town 1969 

Dikcbe M TkJ8 rv:arabi Dance 
I,ondo n 1-:;-9=7=)--'--------

African Writers Series heinemann )' 
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Finlay W 'capitalist Agriculture and the State, 1924-1928' 
Souttl Afri can Labou..!' and Development R_~'§_~~.I:9.h :.Ini t (SAI.DRt') 
Farm Labour Conference University of cape Town Sept 1976 

Foster-Carter 'The Modes of Production Controversy' New Left 
yeview no 107 1978 

Flanders A Trade Unions Hutchinson University Library 
London 1968 

Frank AG Capitalism and Underdevelopment in Latj.n America, 
Pelican Earrnondsworth 1971 

Freedman R (ed) Marxist Social Thought Harcourt, Brace and 
Jovanovich, New York 196s--

Frescura F 'Vrededorp/pageview: Its Development in Relhtion 
to the Organic Growth of Johannesburg' History Workshop 
University of the Witwatersrand February 1978 

Garson NO 'The Poli tical Role of the Whi te Working Class in 
South Africa 1902-1924' ~frican Studies Institute 
Conference on Southern African Labour History April 1976 

Ciddens A The Class Structure of the Advanced Societies 
Butchinson University Library London 1973 

Oi tsham E and Trembath.IF {\ First Account of Labour 
QrB:ani::lat ion in South Afri ca (no publi shel~-r Durban :1926 

? 

00uldner A For Sociology: ~eneYlal and Cri tique in S09.iology 
Today Penguin ~armondsworth 1975 

GroSsman J 'Trade Unionism and Revolution; A Theoretical 
Investigation of Trade Unionism J with reference to Black 
Trade Unionism in South Africa.! :3 Soc Sc nCT 1976 

., 

{luy JJ •. , 'The· Destruction of a Pre-Capitalist Economy and the 
Origin of labou~ Supplies: The Zulu Case' African Studies 
Institute University of the Witv;atersrand, Southern African 
Labour Eistory Conference April 1976 

, . 
~enderson J 'A Philip Randolph and the Dilem~as of Socialism 

and Black Nationalism in the United States, 1917-1941' 
Race and Class, A Jou~nal for Black and Third World 
Llberati0n Vol XX Autumn 1978 No·2 

Hob~rt ~10ughton D The Goutl-] Afr~ can Es:;onomy Oxford Fni versi ty 
Press Cape Town 1973 

hym8'1 R TIle Workers Clarendon Press Oxford 1971 
Jabavu DDT Ti'le Segregation Fallacy. Loved2.1e Insti tution p',",?SS 

I,ovedale 1928 

Jingoes SJ A Chief is a chief by the caople; T Autobiography 
of Stime1~Jason .Jiil~~')2S, Reco:'ded e:n-crCompiled by John and· 
Cassandra Perr~/ Oxfond lntversj ty Press London 2975 

Johnstone FA Class, Race and Cold: A Study of Class Relations 
and Racial- Dis(~~'iminatjon Ln SoutL.--:-~f;iCE_ Routledge and -
Kegan Paul London 1976 

'Trw HJA on trAe Rand; Sociali.st Organising among 
Black Workers on the Rand'Eistory Workshop Pniversity of the 
Witwatersrand February 1978 . 
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Kaplan D 'Capitalist Development in South Africa: Class Conflict 
and t~e State.' IDS Discussion Pape~ 1974 . 

Karis T and Carter 0 From Protest to Challenge A Documentary 
History of Afrjcan Politics in South Africa 1882-1964 
Vol 1 Protest and hope by S Johns III. Hoover Instjtution 
Press Stanford University, Stanford 1972 

Kay G Development and Underdevelopment: A ,Iv}arxist Analysis, 
McMillan Trowbridge 1977 

Koen R 'A History of the African Labour Movement ca. 1924-
1946 wi th spp.cial reference to the African rIJineworkers 
Strike.' BA(hons) nCT 1978/9 

Kornh.Buser A. et alia (cds) 
New York 1954 

Industrial Conflict McGraw-Hill -_.-

Legassick M 'Class and Nationalism in South African Protest: 
The South African Communist Party and the Native Republic.' 
Program of Eastern African Studies. Eastern African 
Studies X\' 

'The ~'!ining 2conomy and tlle ItJhi te 1"vorking Class I 
African Studies Institute. University of the Witwatersrand. 
Conference on Soutliern African Labour history. A~ril 1976 

'Race, Industrialisation and Social Ch9.nge in 
Sout~ Alrica: The Case of R?A hoernle' in African Affairs 
Vol 75, no 299 Apri 1 1976 , 

'The making of SOuth African 'Native Poll,:;y', 
1903-1923. The Orig~ns of Segregation.' University of 
Sussex Seminar paper 5/3/197'3 

'The Rise ~f Modern South African Liber&lism: Its 
ons and its Sc'cial Bas e' Unt versi ty of Sussex 

(nd) 

LenIn VI Selected Works1n Three Volumes-. Progress Publishers 
Moscow 1977 

Le\'Jis J' A Study of t.ne C,\sl.{ei and th", Phases in its 
Articulation in th0 Development of South Africa with 
Reference to the Emergence of Social Class2s.' BA (hons) 
RhodHs University 1976 

Leys C 'The "Overde~elopcd" Post Colonial State: A Re-evalu 
He-evaluation.' Revie'''; of African Poli tica'_ E_cono~~y no 5 
Jan/April 1976 

Lukacs G Histo~y and Class Consciousness, 
London 1971 

Merlin P ..... ess 

McCart.r1Y vlE.J (ed) Trade Uni ems .. Peng-.Ji n Books Harmondsworth 1972 
McNamara JK t T.he Development of" a rCCrut tment Infras tructure: 

l.abou~· j\'ligration Routes to the Witv~atersrand Gold IV1ines and 
Comround Ac c;omr:1oda ti on, 1889-1912' nis to;ny Workshop. 
University of the \11 twatersrand February 1975--

Mamdani M 'Class Struggles in Cganda.' Review of African 
Political Economy, no 4 Sept/Dec 1975 

Ma2"'X K Cap! tal vol 1 Penguin Harmondsworth 1976 
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Marx K and Engels F'rhe German Ideology Part One, I,awrence 
and Wishart London 1970 

Molteno F 'The South African Reserves' BA (Hons) VCT 1975 

Moorsom RJB 'Colonia11satjon and Proletarianisation: An 
Exploratory Investigation of the Formation of the Working 
Class in Namibia under German and South African Rule to 
1945' MA Sussex University 1973 

r/loroney S 'Industrjal Conflict in a Labour Repressive Economy: 
Black Labour on ehe Transvaal Gold Mines 1901-19121 
BA (Eons) University of the Witwatersrand 1976 

Morris M 'A~artheidJ Agriculture and the State:The Farm Labour 
Questi on. SALDRlT Un! versi ty of C.::.pe Town Farm Labour 
Conference 1976 - . 

__ ._ '':rhe DeveJ.opment of Capitalism in South Africa' 
R Journal of Development Studies vol 12 no 13 1976 

fVlwe11 Skota TDrrhe African Who's Who: An Illustrated 
Classified Register and National Biographical Dictlonar¥ 
of the Africans in the Transvaal Third Edi tion CNA Ltd 
Johannesburg (nd) 

poulantzas N 'The New Petty Bourgeoisie' Class and rlpss 
Structure poulantzas et al (eds) Lawrence and W'ishart 
London 1977 

Classes in ContemDorary Capitalism London 
New Left Books 1976 

Political Power and Social Classes New left 
Books London 1976 

'On Social Classes' New Left Review no 78 1973 
'Internationallsation of CaDita1ist Kelations 

and the Nation State' Economy and Society vol III no 2 
May 1974 

Ri ch P 1 Afri can Farmi ng and the 1,913 Nat i ve I s Land Ac t; Towards 
a Reassessment' SALDRU University of Cape Town Farm labour 
Conference 1976 . 

'Ministering to the White Man's Needs: The Deve100ment --or Urban Segregation in South Africa. 1913-1']23' History 
Worksnop lTni vers::.ty· of the Wi tVJatersrand Februa:-,y 19-78 

Roux E SP Bur.ting A Poli tical Biography Cape Town 191~4 

__ Time Lo!}g::>r Tr18n Rore University of Wisconsin Press 
. l,ondon 1972 

Saul J I' The Uns teady Stat e; Cganda, Obote and :.;eneral Ami n' 
Revi eli of /\fri can ?o 1 i. tl cal ECOI!O~1? no 5 Jan/ Apri 1 1976 

Saunders CC 'The New African Elites in the Eastern Cape and 
Some Late Nineteerith Century O~igins of African 
Nationalism.' rcs Collected Seminar Papers vol 1 April 1969-
April 1970 

Shephard R l,ovedale Soutt Afrj. ca: Th::> Story of a Century 
1841-1941 Lovedale Press Lovedale ' 

1<- Slmons EJ' and Simons R Class and Colour in South i\frica. 
)850-1950 Penguin harmondswo:-,th 1969 
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Slater H 'A Fresh Look at the rcu: The Case of Natal' The 
African Elsto,:J::. Work Progress Seminar (nd) 

Soudien CA 'A Brief History of the Industrial Workers of 
Africa' His}ory WorksboR University of tI'le Witwatersrand 
February 1970 

Stadler A 'Birds in the Cornfield: Squatter Movements in 
Johannesburg 1944-1947' History WorkshoD University of the 
Witwatersrand February 1978 . 

*~ Stein M 'African Trade Unions on the Witwatersrand' BA (Hons) 
Uni versi ty of tl~e Hi t,'latersrand 1976 

Tucker RC TIle Marx-Engels Reader WW Norton Inc New York 1972 

Van 

Van 

der Horst ST Native Labour in South Africa Oxford 
University Press London 1942 

OnseleD C Chiba::--o: African T"1ine Labour in Southern 
Rhodesia 1900-1933 Plato Press London -1975 

'Worker Consciousness in BlaCK Miners, South 
Rnodesia, 1900-1920' Journal of African :r-:istory no 14 2 
1973 

'Rand10rds and Rotgut' rcs Collected ~eminar 
Papers 1975 

'South Africa's Lumpenproletariat Army: 'Cmkosi 
wa Ntaba' - 'The Regiment of the HillS' African Studies 
Institute University of tha Witwatersrand Southe~n African 
Labour History Conference April 1976 

'The Witches of Suburbia: Domestic Service on 
The Wi t':>ia t ersrand 1890-1914 (part one)' Hi story ilJorkshop 
University of the Witwatersrand February 1978 

vJalshe P 'I'he Ri.se Qf African Nationalism in South !.r~ica: The 
African- Natj.onai Congress 19l2-i9~-2-Londoni970 

Webs ter E Essays in Southern Afi."j can Labour Eis tory 
Ravan Labour S tudi es 1 ?(avan Press ';oh8.nnesburg 1973 

Wickins P 'The Indust~ial and Commercial Workers Union of 
South Afri ca' Prill Pni vers i ty of Cape Town 1973 

Williams G 'There is no theory of Petit Bourgeois Politics' 
Rev i ew of Afrl can Poll ti cal Economy no 6 l\llay/ A ugus t 1976 

1Willi&ms M 'An Analysis of South African cap~talism -
Neo .. :;:t:Lc.::trdianism or fljarxism?' Bulletin of tl:e Conl:..:.':rence 0:1:' 
Socialist Economi~ts February 1975 vol 4 (1) 

Wilson 1,1 and Thompson L The Oxford r-~j.story o( South Africa 
Clarendon Press Oxford 1969 and 19"{ll 

t '-C"" 
TIJ olpe H 'Class, Race and the Occupat i onal S truc ,:!re 1 0 

Collected 3emin~:I'_]a1?_E'~rs V:Jl 2 Oct 1970-June l::i!l ~o 12 
I Cap: ta11s{(; and Cneap Laboue :'n Soutt... Afrlca 
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'The Changing Class Structure of Sauth Africa: The 
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GLOSSARY OF TERT/iS USED 

IWA 
lSI, 

leu 

SANNC 

TNC 
ANC 

JC 
CP 

SAFNETU 

UAA 

BluCT 
B/~'!i ts 

The Industrial Workers of Africa 
The International Socialist League 

The Industrial and Commercial Workers 
Union of South Africa 
The South African Native National Congress 

Transvaal Native Congress 
The African National Congress 

The Joint Council of Europeans and Natives 

The Communist Party of South Africa 

South African Federation of Non-European 
Trade Unions 

The Natives (Urban Areas) Act or 
Urban Areas Act 

The Ballinger Papers University of Cape Town 
The Ballinger Papers University of the 
Wi ti'la t ersrand 
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APPENDIX A 

Article 

Bread - 21b. 
white loaf 
per dozen 

Pre-war 
Retail Selling 

Price 

6/-

Sugar - 100 Ibs 33/": 
Flour - 98 Ibs 24/6 

Present 
Retail Selling 

Price 

6/- 2 lb. 

151 

Present 
Retall Gross 
Profjt per 

cent 

l\1eal and flour 17 

12/- 3 lb. white 
loaf 

37/6 

31/8 

Meat - per Ib 6d 6d 

29 
23 

21 

23 

37 Tobacco- gross 7~/- 72/-
(bJx of matclles given with every cd worth) 

Dongas - dozen 6/-

Boots - ~air 10/-

Tweed Caps 
dozen 

Tweed Caps -
dozen 

Blankets - 2.5 
Ibs 

4 Ibs 

Singlets - doz. 

Shirts - doz 

Overalls - doz 

Kadungas - doz 

Bedsprea~s -
doz 

Print - ya!'d 

Lustre Rugs ea. 

Knives- gross 

Pipes - gross 

Mufflers - gross 

6/-

12/-

3/-
6/-

12/-

24/-

30/:" To 
36/0 

48/-

48/-

8d 

10/-

72/-

72/-

72/-

doz 12/

Milk - 120z. doz 6/
Milk - 150z doz 9/-

6/-
15/- to 
17/-

Now unobtaInable 

12/-

7/6 to 
8/-

12/6 

12/-

30/-

60/- to 
72/-

60/- to 
72/-

18/- to 
84/-
1/2~d 

25/- to 
32/6 

:i44/-

216/-

72/-

12/-

12/-

15/-

12 

15 

12 

11 

23 

10 

12 

20 

10 

11 

14 

11 

10 

24 

15 

19 
12 

20 

(Secretary for Mines and Indus~~ies 
Box 471) 
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APPENDIX: B 

population of South Africa: 

19)1 

\..rhi tes 1 276 000 

Afrlcans 4 019 000 

Coloureds ~25 000 

Asians 152 000 

Total 5 973 000 

Urban Percentage: 

Whi tes 53 
Africans 13 
Co1o'..:reds 50,4 

Asians 52,8 

Total 25,9 

1921 1936 

1 521 000 2 003 000 

4 697 000 6 596 000 
·545 000 769 000 

164 000 220 000 

6 927 000 a 588 000 ..,. 

59,7 68,? 

14 19 
52,4 58 

60,4 69,5 

28,2 

(From Statistical Yearbook of the 
Republic of South Africa l)64 . 
ppA-7, A-8, A-14) 

Census figures for Johannesburg: 

1911 
Whi tes 122 071 
Africans 103 9~2 
Others 14 588 

Total 240 581 

1921 

150 286 

115 120 

17 500 

282 906 
(Compiled from Cnion of South Afr1c~ 
Census 1911 Returns, Preliminary 
Reports and Annexures, p17 and from 
Union of South Africa Census 1921) 

Increase in population from 1911-1921 

Europ·eans 

Africans 
Others 

30 :538 
15 l~ 10 

2 647 

48 415 (Source UG J+O/1924' 'pX) 
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Urban percentage of population in the Transvaal: 

19111 1921 1936 
Whi tes 59,8 64,2 72,5 
Africans 26 24,3 29,6 

Coloureds 68,1 77,8 
Asiatlcs 86,7 88,1 

(Union Statistics for Fifty Years A-I0) 

Distribution of African wor'J,cers on the Rand 
Mines other Total 

1924 (Jan) 57,851 53 722 III 573 
(Dec) 55 839 51 597 107 436 

1925 (Apr) 55 087 56 089 III 176 
(Aug) 51 741 56 402 108 143 

1926 (Jan) 53 2hl 54 608 107 869 
1927 (Nov) 56 880 57 584 114 464 

(Secretary for Mines and Industries) 

Average Number of African Workers· .on the Mtnes 

Year 

1901 
1902 

1903 
1904 

19C)5 
1906 

1907 
1908 

1909 
1910 

1911 

Number 

18 177 
42 587 
64 if5Lt 
68 438 

91 816 
85 558 

106 222 

140 304 
162 439 

183 613 
189 912 

(From Robertson H;\1 '150 Years of 
Economic Contact ~etween Black and 
White p 15 South frican Journal of 
Economics vol 3 no 1 March 1935) 
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JOHANNESBURG 1897 - PART PLAN 
• ORIGJNAl JOtWlNE5BURG 1886 

Historical 
MAPS OF EARLY JOHANNESBURG 1886 AND 1897 
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